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PREFACE

"What

t~vc~ry

reader perceives at onco in tThe

Ancient Ha:riner, •" asse:ct.s Geoffrey Yarlott,. "is the
1

intc:m.sity of the

taler,..~. and

thGre the agreE:r!l<::nt ends,

Critics have emphatically denounced and pr<iiS'i:?d Coler i.dge' s
effort.; di:smissed or rJ(~p.lored or lauded the poem,_::'_;:s;;__~~~~~~~~~~~¥~
F.

morality; challenged and doubted it.s symbolic .impc,rt or
")

.
d 1.:n
. d ept,_
.
~.
uncoverea~ an d. exp 1 1.cate
· 11 1' t s l.ID<:tgery.

3
·the approach--li.tera1 1 biographical, or idedtiono.l -·-·the
conclusions are d.i verse:

for instance, th•2 Hariner• s

plight., according to A.M. Buchan, is pathetic, t.ragi.c-.
After too ~eng a ~ime among these alluring and
1.nhmnan sense-1mpr.1~ss 1.ons, t.he soul of mar1 comes
back to common living drained of the sap of hun1i:'m:ityj
as the Mar inar' s ship returns to harbor 1d th sere

1
(London:

Geoffrey Yarlott, Coleridqe and the Abvss.i.nian Naid
Nethuen and Co., ·:r967f:--:p-;-4T.l.-.. ---·-~·'-·------

2For a wide range of opinion about the poem, see any
or all of the following: James D. Boulger (ed.), T.wElll:t:.i:s.::~tt\.
C@:!:.l!KLJ.::.n!:.§..t122..:·~e t a t.j. on.~.Q.L.:J'kJlirn_e .9f.._.tl:L€_.Alk;i~..l.lt_h~.r i n'lr..::.::.::
~ggJJ£Sj).f2I.L...9£. C_ritiSS.:L~,S.Y.s ( Engl.e-v:oocl Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, 3.969); Hoval A. Get. tmann ( ed.), 'rhe Rime of
th.E: Ancient. 'Hariner:
l\ f1a.ndbook (Belmont~ Ca..~ --w-;..;~rth
PubJ.E~hil-;-g.. co:-;--196.1)'7-~--H. Jon<~s and \vi.1liam Tydeman
( eds.), f..9.1:~~1J.19..~--~-_::.rh~.....:~.n£i.~.ni_!.fa t:,i.n~z:._.D:nd_Qs'IJ§.r.J:£€I!l?~
(Londoru The Hacmillan .Press; 1973).

~~Cl.§.!;.~l:~'lol~)

~

-·sef2 Carl :<:eppler, 2Y!.1lf?Pl ism_i,n "Th_~-~vcJ~nt.-li£..Lin..qr_::J..

~-~'t..'!d~}.y_j..n_Jj.e.tl');_q_q_

(Ann Arbor, .Hichigan: Uni vex·sity Hicrofilms, 1956), Ch. II, pp. 23-62, and Ch. III, pp. 63-85, for
an c~xcellent:. critique of the literature in these areas.

ii
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sails and

-------

-------

warpc~d

planks;

4

conversely, Robert F·enn Warren sees the

Marim~r

centered in a universe of "sacramental unity,"

5

ultimatf:!ly

F;

r.R-

,~

and C.H.

Bowra insists that the
• • • poem creates not a negative but a positiVE:.!
condition, a state of faith '\vhich is complete and
satisfying because it is founded on real~ties in
the living vmrld and in the human heart;·
conclud{;~S

while James D. Boulger

that
,,

i..1

"----------~.~.-.~t-h-e-w~a-r-l-d~~urp-f-re-R~i:-m-e-(lf-t-h-t~--?~rt-ei-e-nt-------1"1Li-l~i-n-e-l·.u•"--'------'~'=~
__

is neither a clear presentation of a sacramental
universe, nor a merely meaningless rd.~rhtmare vision,
but is rather an original parable in epic structure
of the uneasy religious skepticism and faith that.
has been with us since Newton and Kant.7
Negative, positive, ambiguous:

careful and
indt:~ed,

illuminating yet clearly contradictory reflections;
"the poem's very richness,"
tempts and defeats

4

.

declarr~s

.

def~lnteness

of

.

"

Humphry House, "at once
.

~nterpretat1on.."

8

'I

•

Trus

A .M. Buchan,

'"!'he Sad Wisdom of the Nariner," in
p. 102.
See also Paul Hag-nuson,
Col~Li.cl~s. Nightma.r.e Poetry (Charlottesville:
University
Press of Virginia, 1974}, Ch. IV, "The Nariner's Nightmare,"
pp. 50-84.
.Inteq~_r2._tatio.!1§.,

Boulg!?r,

5

Robert Penn vlarren, "A Poem of Pure Imagination:
An Experiment in Reading," in Select~9._Essays_ (New York:
Random Hom:;e, 1958), p. 214.
GC.M. Bm·lra, "'1'h e Anc1ent.
'
.
'
'
Har1.ner,"
~n
Th e Homant1c

In)~qin_at.io.n (New

Yorlu-oxTord uni-ver.sTty Press:-1961)-,-----

p. 75.
7

Boulger, "• 'fhe Rime of the Ancient Nariner' ~I:nt:roduct:ion," in Interpretations, p. 20.
8

Humphry House, f-o.lillgg§_::.::1he C l.flr.LU~~ct ur~.§...!.
(London: Rupert Hart-Davis, 1967), p. 73.

]:9,?1:.L~:L?..

iii

i

spectrum of interpn:?tation, howeverg is an :indicator of the
poem's quality and has provided an irnpor.tant incentive for
my own study; for although

had conceived and composed the

I

nucleus of the essay when a rather naive undergraduate, my
increasing familiarity ,.,-ith many of the work's numerous
critical evaluations helped motivate a determinationto
extend and clarify my own view.
I

I

further recognized that

agreed with those who favor, to one degree or another»

the positive stance, and feel that the Mariner, as ILL.
Brett explains, "finishes the voyage a changed person ••
as one

h h as b een d ea d
W10

.,9
.
1.
. .
and ~sa
~ve aga1n.·

Of course, I owe much to all the critical studies

available t.o

me~

to those I generally reviewed and those I

have cited in this "Preface" and throughout. the essay.
most direct debt

I

The

owe, hmrever, beyond the obvious one to

both Coleridge and Jung, is to Dr. Robert I<nighton, for his
encouragement, critical acumen, and patience.

I

sincerely

hope this thesis, in due measure, conveys the intensity these
three savants have inspired.

--·-------9

R .L. Brett, "Coleridge's The Rime of_ th§"~_bnc~p.t

Ha£ine.r," in .Bsason and._Jmag.:lnation =~.--§.t)-lflY: . .9f __E.gxm and
Meap_:i.::ng in. Four Poems (London:
Oxford University Press,
1960), p. 106.

iv
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poem of survival through transformation, one which,

~-

· according to N:i.llL:uu Ha lshi "bas to do equally -v.rith man q s
capacity for failure and with that which makes available to
him resources for recovery." 2

It is also, as Richard Hc:rv·en

recognizes, "the record of the evolution of a self." 3

Even

more specifically, ho1vever, The Ancient MarJ.ner i.s a talc
which reveals key elements of Carl Jung' s thought:

the

process of individuation, the nature of shadow and anima.
forces 1 the pmv-e:r of dreams and symbolism.
Given the myriad and divergent interpretations of the
poem--·1. heartily agree with C.M. Bowra that "there01 is no
4
final or single approach" to Coleridge's masterpiece--my
purpose must be explorative, suggestive.

A Jungian

1

samuel Taylor Coleridge, "The Rime of the Ancient
Mariner," in 'I'he Complete Poetical_ Worl<:s of .?al11!d!?J •. f:'ayj.Q.r.
QolerJ..Q_oe, ed., Ernest Hartley Coleridge (1912), Vol. I
(London: Oxford University Press, 1957), pp. 186-209.
Subs~:'!quent references will be to this edition and will
appear parenthesized in the text.

wi 11. iam Ha 1 sh, CQ l_e rid SI§J._._...T.._l},_E;LW 9).::J.L..?Lrt9.....i!l~
· B~~!.~Qf.£ (LondOi'1: Chatto and Windus, 1967), p. 19.
2

3
Richard Haven, Patterns of Consciommess t An
Esgy_.QlLQ..olerj.dg_e {Amherst, Nass-::-·un·i versity"'()"f".}iassachusetts Press, 1969), p. 27.
4

c .M. Bm~Tra,

"'rhe Ancient Mariner," in The Homant ic
Oxford tinlversity Press·:· 1961")'-;·. ·p-:-72.

!m.~gina.t.:t.o.11 (New York:-

1

f-:;--

----

~

--

-~

---------

--~-------

2

perspective fairly encourages an ex.plorator:y approach, as
Carl Keppler contends:
The ve·ry heart of the applicability of Jung t.o
the problem of symbolism is that he requires of us
not that we expla~n (in the sense of explaining away,
reducing to something more familiar) thf~ symbol but
that we~ ~xplor.g it, not. that "'ve · remove t.he mystery
but that vle seek to know it in all the mysteriousness
it presents.

In this searching, delving spirit, then, I will discuss the
,,ay the Mariner's---and to a lesser extent, the Weddin Guest•s~--experiences

represent fundamental aspects of the

individuation process, which J·ung defines as "'coming to
selfhood' or· • self-realization. • "

6

I '"'ill concentrate on

the roles of shadow and anima, respectively, vital and
necessary constructs

of this process.

In these sections

and throughout the essay, I vlill emphasize the essential
position both Coleridge and Jung attribute to the law of
opposites and the closely related rebirth motif.

The former

writes:
Life, then, w·e consider as the copula, or the
unity of thesis and antithesis, position and counterposition.--Life itself being the positive ·of both;
as, on the other hand, the t'vo counterpoints are the

§1

5

Carl Keppler, §J;:.mJ?..Ql.:i.§.m_in.-.::Th!t~ Angi_~nt2!~iner" r
£L..St.H.Qy_j..n_He.!:hod (Ann Arbor, Michigan1 University Nicrofilms, 1956), p. 120.
6

c .G. Jung, "'rhe Relations between the Ego and the
Unconscious," in :£lli:L..§..:.?a~'L.Q!Lf,.ng];ytic.E.l_E§.Y£hQ1.Qgy, ed.
Hr:rbert Read •?.t al., t.r, R.F.C. Hull, Vol. 7 in 'rhe Collected
li2..~Js.L9.i_.£:..:..Q..~~~ Bollingen series XX { 2d ed.; -P!Tr7Cetoi1,~
N.~r. s
Princeton University Press, 1966), p. 173. Subsequent references to this series w·ill note title. of worlc
citE.:~d, volume name, nmnbr~r., and publishing date.

3

necessary conditions of the manifestations of Life • • • •
Thus, in .. the identity of the -two-cO'i:inter--pmlers, Life
subsists~ in their strife it consists; and in their
r:econciliation it at once dies and is born again into
a nevr form 1 either falling back into the life of the
7
"'ihole, or· starting anew in the process of individuation.
Maud Bod1dn expounds Jung' s viewpoint:

We may take, I thinlc, these t-vro tenns, urrustra t.ion"

~-

and "transcendance," as happily expressing tl-;.E~ stc·:-tqes of

t.he Rebirth process. As conceived by Jung, the process
is no mere baclnrard and forward sw·ing of the libido~,~
8uch rhyt:.hm of sleeping and waking, resting and moving
on. . • • It is a process of growth, of "creative

:~--------E:"viJ:1:ttt-wi~in-tht::-co-cr.c--srcrr----wr·ri--c1·rthe--c:orrs"t"itu-e:rrt-.---------j:l~
factors are tra11sformed.
~

rrhough less apparent in the vmrk than the theme of
individuation, questions of learning and understanding--of
how and

wb.at-~·are

both important and provocative.

These

questions can lead, lik.e the individuation precess, to
ultimate concerns:

self-actualization or wholeness.

particular, the concentric structure of the tale--I'O.s
J2y the Marinc~r,

i.9Jsl.J:.Q the

Wedding-Gut~st, E.r~lli.,aysd

In
.rg~_J:_;.\_zed

fo.r._ the

reader--contributes to a philosophy of education that
attempts to meld experience and imagination.

The issues are

as trE"mchant in this century as in Coleridge's; in fact,

,lung, speaking of the process of individuation, identifies
th(::>se issues in terms that reach into the heart of the poem

and that Coleridge certainly would have appreciated:

coJ.eridge, "Theory of Life" (Appendix C), in T..ll~
~on.!.P-l_et.~:_JiS2.0s._qf_Samueb__ Tqylo.£...f.Ql£.rj.;.g_g§_, ed. v~. G. T. Shedd,
Vol. I (New York: Harper and Bros., 1884), p. 392.

7

8
Maud Bodkin, ''A Study of 'The Ancient Mariner• and

Archetype," in ArchetyQ~pls in !j?§'!t.±.:.YJ..
psy_cj1f~.S!9._ic~.l.....§.~:_t.!_q.:i£lL..2f..lJ1.1,g_girg~.lis:m (London:
Oxford
University Press, 1934), p. 72.

of the

R(-~birth

E

jj=;;:_;;;:c_=ccc:_~~~=~"-=--~~----~-----------------------------

~=-

4

· The needful thing is not to "kncn-1" ·i:he truth but
to §!..~Per.i~nc~ it. Not to have an intellectual conception of things. but to find our way to the inner,
J,'>erhaps 1.-.rordless, irr§tional experhmces--that is t.he
heart of the problem.
Finally, I will explore the ways dream, color., a.nd
bird imagery are symbolic and develop isomorphically, hm,r
each conveys the concept of transformation or individuation
to

n~f1ect

the Mariner• s degree of awakening.

Not only '\d.ll

context, but '\vhat Coleridge terms "the principle· of unity
10
in mu1teity" --what ·mythologist 1Joseph Campbell calls "unity
.
. 1' .
.
.
.
. d. .
.
.
.ln
mult.J.p
J.c:t.ty" 11 --and 1ts
relat:t.on
to 1.n
l.Vl.duatJ.on
'\VJ.ll

be considered.

The focus throughout this essay will be on

that transformational energy which promotes individuation
and rebirth:

"The study of the symbols of transfonnation, ••

s.

explains Violet

de Laszlo,

.. • • centers upon the basic demand which is imposed
upon eve~ry individual, that is, the urge as well as the
necessity to become conscious of himself~ • • • For
Jung t the path tm-;a.rds this aw·areness is identical
with the process of individuation. Inasfar as the
transformation results in a ne1v and de2per awareness,
it is experienced as a rebirth • • • • 1

9

in

Jun9,

"Fore,·mrd to 'Seelenprobleme der Gegenwart, • "
18

1~htg_...§yrnbQ1.i.£_J..,ife !........His_cella!~~Writin_g_§..• Vol.

(1976), p. 558.

10
coleridge, "Life," p. 387.

11
J·oseph Campbell, Th~_Her_g_ 'vith ..? Tl]o_upand Fac~_§.,
Bollingen Series XVII ( 2d ed.; Princeton, N.J.: Princeton
University Press, 1968), p. 40.

12violet

s.

de Laszlo (ed.), "Introduction," in
psych!? .Jill.Q_Sy:mbol: __!). ~.;election._ from the Writi..D.fllL.Of_C.G..!.
JUJl.!l (Nf:!vi York:
Anchor Bool\:.s, 1958), p. xxxi.

5

Where possible, conclusions will reach beyond the
poem, for, as J. Robert Barth observes, "lilw the Ancif.mt
Mariner, r!e

an~

fearful '\vorlds

led by symbolic encounter into sometimes
:~dthin

and without ourselves that challenge

.a. us Wl.
• th ,.,11a t
. ht· b ecome • u 13
v11a....
we ml.g
1 .a. v1e are an d con f' ron....

Similarly, "individuation," Jolande Jacobi keenly illustrates, "the great arc of birth, life, death, and rebirth,
is present in a thousand manifestations as a model and
represents in its most J2.rimitive as well as its most

conrple~

forms an eternal possibility of ne"' human experie11ce and
development ... 14 Coleridge•s epigraph, adapted from Burnet's
Arc~ologiae PhilosophJ~,

also challenges and confronts

the reader, and it sets the tone for the poem as well as

this essay:
.
,_.~.JelJ..eve
.
.
. 'b le
I rc.,-adlly
t h at t h ere are more J.nv:.:r.1s.l
than visible thinos in the universe. But who shall
describe for us their families, their ranks, relationships, distinguishing features and functions?
l\That do they do? Where do they live? '!'he human
mind has always circled about Jr..nowledge of these
things, but never attained it. I do not doubt.,
however, that it is sometimes good to contemplate
in the mind, as in a picture, the image of a greater
and better world; otherwise·the intellect, habituated
to the petty things'of daily life, may too much contract
itself, and wholly sink down to trivial thoughts. But
meamvhile v.;re must be vigilant for truth and keep
proportion, that we may distinguish the certain from

13J. Robert Barth, The SJnnpolic Im~inc~
Colc:'ridcl{~ and the Romantic Tradition (Princeton, N.J. s
Prii1(~(::t:-:on University Press, 1977), p. 126.
14

1 d e Jacob'1, T.e
h Way o f In91v1duat1on,
. .
.
Joan
tr.
R.F.C. Hull (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1967),

p. 79.

s--

6
the uncertain, day from night. 15

Thomas Burnet, Archa~qlogi.a.£...111il,9_§.2L>.bi5';..C!.~ ( 1692) r
p. 68, English translation in ~!}gli§.h...R2ill..<!..P.t.i-S':::...J.ir;.it.er~, ed..
David Perkins (New York: Harcourt, Brace and vlorld, 1967),
p. 405.
15

r-

-. . -.. - - -

---

-
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Chapter 1

b;-

SHADOW
Coleridge believed that. uevery povre:r ln nature and
in spirit must

f~Volve an

opposite, as the sole means and

condition of its ma.nifestations
t--------'~E:=-nde-n~y--to--x.-£~1ITioxJI''--wrrtch

of Polarity.h 1

and all opposition is a

he termect~"the

universal La\'T

This principle is conspicuous in Jung's

delineation of the shado·w:
• • • there is no light w~thout shadow and no
psychic wholeness without imperfection. To round
itself out, life calls not for perfection but for
completeness; and for t.his the .,thorn in the flesh"
is needed, the suffering of defects . without which
there .is no progress and no asci?;nt. 2
The

shado·w·

reprr.~sents

whatever diabolical force a man must

encounter and overcome in his quest for individuation;
according to Jung, it is the first hurdle in this

qut~st:

••To become conscious [of the shadow archetype] involves
recognizing the dark aspects of the personality as present
and real.

'rh.is act is the essential condition for any kind

coleridge, The [[~end, ed. Barbara E. Rooke, Vol.
Sa.J]Uel Ta.Yl.Q.r CqJ_eri.dge, ed.
Kathleen Coburn, Bollingen Series LXXV (Princeton, N.J.:
Princeton University Press, 1969), p. 94.
2Jung, "Individual Dream Symbolism in Relation to
Alchemy, .. in P.§ycl~o;togy and Al£b.el]yso Vol. 12 ( 2d ed.; 1968),
1

4:1 in TD-e_£g.l1ected Wo~]S:§.. ....Qf

p. 159.

7

j:i--_-

~:CCC

()f self-kn.O\fledge."
wo:~:ld

or the self,

individlJati.on.

3

Awareness of the dark sid(.;! of the

then~

is essential for: 1:Tisdom, fo.r

A man does not attain fulfillment in spite

of his oxymoronic:: nature but through it, as ,Jung concludes:

· The psychological concept of the self • • • cannot
omit the shadmv that belongs to the light fi~Jure, for
:without it this figure lacks body and htur,anity
In
the e:rrmirical self, light and shadow· fonn a paradoxical
unity. 4'1
&

Any attempt, moreover, to escape, evade, dismiss.s or

minimize one's shadow tends to inh:i.bit self-actualization,
cause stagnation, and stifle growth.

The shadowfs livid

influence cannot be healthily ignored, for Jung reminds
that it "is a living part of the personality and therefore
wants to live with it in some form.

It cannot be argued
out of existence or rationalized into harmlessness." 5 '11his

.force, how·ever, can be integrated and utilized, as Edward
C• Whitmont discloses:

We can refuse to face it •• • we can try to
elimlnate it • • • we can refuse to accept rf~sponsibility
for it • • • or vle can .. suffer" it in a constructive
manner, as a part of our personality which can lead us
to a salutary humility and humanness and eventually
to new insights and expanded life horizons.6

~Jung, A ion: Researches into the Ph<in.l<2J1lenol<.2.9.Y....Qf
the Self, Vol. 9:2 (2d ed.; 1968),
4
Ibid. , p. 42.
5
Jung, "Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious,"
in T.bS:.....?.!. r.~YJ2e:o;_and the ..Collectiv§_ Uncongc;iouq, Vol. 9:1
(2d ed.; 1968), p. 20.
3

6

-r;·:-s.

Edward c. vlhitmont, J.'hg ___synlboJic Q.':!§!§i.!..._!?.?~.i.c
Analytical ,Esychology (New Yorl<.: Putnam, 1969),

Conc~pt.!?_..Q,f

p. 165.

r-

P.---

Similarly, the Mariner's encounter with the shadow begins at
an escape or avoidance level and evolves through an
increasingly intense·series of ordeals into a humble,
insightful awareness.

His intense experience, his

resiliency and demeanor, also bring into focus the nature of
the shadow for the Nedd:i.ng-Guest and the reader.
In Part I, the Mariner describes both the storm which

has driven his ship sout:h-vrard and the ship!s response:
lvith sloping masts and dipping prow,
As who pursued with yell and blow
Still treads the shadow of his foe,
And forward bends his head,
The ship drove fast, loud roared the blast,
And southward aye we fled (11. 45-50).
The word .. treads" can mean "a doubling in an effort to evade
a pursuer," 7 so t.hat, in fact, the pursued becomes the
pursuer; therefore, since the ship is both a traditional
symbol for the self and an "instrument of adventure,u 8 the
irony is replete:

while the

M~riner•s

ship of self is

fleeing, it is nonetheless venturing to the place where he
will first confront his shadow, "his foe"--unpremeditated
evil.
· Accordingly, at the end of Part I, the Mariner
painfully and tersely reveals that he has killed the
albatross, "the pious bird of good omen" (1. 80, gloss).
7

Isaac K.

~"'unk

( ed.), Funk & lvagna!-UL_New "Standard"
!?i£!:J.9n<ir.L of. tl}e Englifill.. JJangtlaq~ (New York: Funk and

\\'agnalls Co., 1960), p. 2555.
8carl Keppler, §..l..'1]}2.Ql.ism in "The Ancient Hariner: A
§tudy ill. M_ethog (Ann Arbor, Michigan:
University Mi"crofilms,
1956), P• 131.

10

Even though Yarlott

notrc:~s

that the "significance of thi.s

action is a major source of disputation" among critics,
and notices, too, "that the bald matter-of-factness of the
original ntatement--'With my cross-bow/I shot the
ALB.?\.THOSS' ~--seemE!d

designed to discourage speculations as
~-

to motiv~,"

9

the very absence of explanation is telling, for

it reveals U1e Nariner' s utter absence of thought.

Indeed~

Brett adds that "Coleridge is quite deliberate in not
. .
. h any cause," 10 wh'11e for Bowra,
prov1d1n.g
t h e act WJ.t

"what. matters is precisely the uncertainty of the Nariner's
0

t
mo.1ves';
I

11

furt h er, th 1s a1m1ess, 1rra t 1ona 1 and non0

0

0

0

emotional attitude, both guileless and heartless, Coleridge
himself deplores in a notebook entry:
Hawk vrith ruffled Feathers resting on the Bow·sprit-Now shot. at & yet did not move--how· fatigued. • • 5 times
it was thus shot at/left the Vessel/flew to ar~'other/& I
heard firing, now here, now there . • • Poor Hawk! 0
Strange Lust of Hurder in Man!-- rt is mere l:Ul [sic]
non-feeling from non-thinking. 1 2
Without motive, the murd,er is hardly wit.hout purpose,
for it is the catalyst that starts the Hariner on his inner9
(London:

Geoffrey Yarlott, Coleridge and tu~~~~.lniatt_M~i~
Methuen and Co., 1967), p. 156.

10R.L. Brett, "Coler1dge
.
' s Th e R~~t:.
.
.
.
Nariner," in Reason and Jmagina t:ion: A Stud.Y...9.L.J;.h.~__FOIJ!L~J2:9.
llilli..llilliLil1 ~.Qqr....f9~£ (London: Oxford University Press,
1960), p. 99.
11 c.H. Bowra, "The Ancient Hariner," in The Romantic
Imagj.natiou (Ne\f York: -Oxford University Press,-196.t>," p,69.
12 coleridge, The Notebook~_Qf Samuel ~aylor_fQleridgg,
Vol. 2:1, ed. Kathleen Coburn, Bollingen Series L (New York:
Pantheon Books, 1961), entry 2090sl5.56.
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most journey, on his confrontation with that. force capable
. of performing such a dreadful, perverse deed.

Li1ww.i.se,

that which seems at. first antagonistic or alien to a
person's own growth and defective in his personality is
often the precise prod to or perpetrator of deeper understanding.

Jung summarizes:

Evil needs to be pondered just as much as good,
for good and evil are ultimately nothing but ideal
extensions and abstractions of doing, and both belong
'~----------to-t-h.e.-r-.....P..~i-a~r-o&G-u~ro-O-f

1-i-f..:.e-.~I-l'l-t-h.e-J.a-S~kx:es.o.,t:l..__t-.P..!~;.e'---------~~==

~s

no good that canny~ produce evil and no evil that
~annat produce good.
-·
That good can bring bad, <::1.nd bad generate good, is
vividly and subtly presented in the startling and rich
episode with the "spectre-bark" {1. 202); as it approaches
the Mariner's becalmed ship, it stirs the thirsting men's
hopes-·-"they for joy did grin" (1. 164)--however, the
accompanying gloss explains in full measure:
joy;/And horror follows" (1. 164, l;, 167).

"A flash of
The apparent

rescue ship casts ominous, "dungeon-grate" (1. 179) shadows
and brings death:

the personified, nondescript "Death-mate"

(1. 186, gloss) takes the crew as a result of his losing the
toss of the dice to the animated, colorful, blood-curdling
"Spect n:-Woman" ( 1. 185, gloss) w·ho thereby "¥.rinneth the
ancient. Hariner" (1. 192, gloss).

'rhe Death-mate is

murderous; "Life-·in-Death" ( 1. 192, gloss), as she is
called, is fiendish and gruesome.

--·-------

Their ftmction, neverthe-

13
Jung, "Introduction to the Religious and
Psychological Problems of Alchemy," in Psyct!.ology and.
Al£he~y, Vol. 12 (2d ed.; 1968), p. 31.
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less, is not only negative but also positive, for the death
of the Mariner 1 s shipmates becomes an integral feature of
his learning ordeal and eventually aids rather than prohibits
resurrection or rebirth---literally, for the mates;
figuratively and psychologically for the Mariner.
'rhe ultimate redemption, wholeness, is incumbent
not only on purgatorial suffering but also on heavenly
awareness, insight, revelation.

While recognition of the

shadow is a requisite for individuation, mere recognition
hardly guarantees actualization, for the figure of the-anima
must also be faced; however, the fundamental pattern of
transformation remains:

death before rebirth, and even more

potently,·. death with rebirth.

The shipmates die, but for the

Mariner there is a life in their

de:~aths;

their curses

(1. 215) pursue him until he realizes that the more he tries
to flee them, the closer they will come, and the less

directly he acknowledges them, the more severely he will be
admonished, haunted.
The Mariner is making slight progress in his effort
to rea.ch beyond pure bewilderment, self-pity, and cynical

despair, in his attempt to reach a solitary point of
reckoning.

Jung reminds that finally one "must be alone if

he is to find out what it is that supports him when he can
no longer support himself. " 14

'rhe alienation the Mariner

feels--and feels intensely, which contrasts with the
unemotional killing--is glaring:

14

Ibid., p, 28.

':

.~

~

t:

~
~--
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And nevt~r a saint took pity on
My soul in agony.

n-

'l'he many men, so beautiful!
And they ali dead did lie:
.~.\nd a thousand slimy things
Lived on; and so did t.
I looked upon the rotting sea,
And dreu my eyes ar;ay;
I looked upon the rotting deck,
And there the dead men lay.
I looked to heaven; and tried to p.r.ay;
But or·ever a prayer had gusht,
A wicked whisper came, and made
My h,eat·t as dry as dust.
I closed my lids, and kept them close • • • (11. 234-48).
But the shadow pierces consciousness, for the gloss assures
that "the curse liveth for [the Mariner] in the eye of the
.dead men" (1. 253).

His willing' blindness--closed eyes

might represent a closed conscience--fails, for it results
in a veritably forced sight, if not yet insight, as the
Mariner discloses:

.. Seven days, seven nights, I sawthat

curse,/And yet I could not.die" (11. 261-2).

The life

instinct seems to have saved him; indeed, there is a life
in the simulated death of closing the eyes.

It remains for

the Mariner to grow into an awareness that would motivate
the more regenerative declaration:

"And yet I would not.

die!"
Having survived this ordeal, the Mariner displays
an almost inunediate shift in his outlook, an adjustment that
also facilitates his surviving:

his perception evinces a

sensitivity heretofore lacking, or perhaps merely dormant.
ThE!

Nad.ner more honestly admits the presence and power of

~-

14
the shadovr, for he sees more clearly then the contrast
between the

sE~a

the "still and

's ·"hoar-frost spread" ( 1. 268) without and
a\'lful

shadow" (1. 269).

red" (1. 271) .,dthin· the ···ship's huge

However·inadvertent his acknowledgement

of the shadmr appears to be, the mere process of recognition
assumes vital significance, for .. the meeting with oneself
is," Jung reiterates, "at first, the meeting with one's own
.
h l.ndlVl.
.
. 'd uatJ.on
.
sa
h d ow," 15 an J.ntegral
part of t.e
process.

The ensuing stanzas reinforce and qualify this process:
(.: ___ _

Beyond the shadow of the ship,
I watched the water-snakes:
They moved in tracks of shining white,
And when they reared, the elfish light
Fell off in hoary flakes.
Within the shadow of the ship
I watched their rich attire:
Bl~le, glossy green, and velvet black,
They coiled and swam; and every track
Was a flash of golden fire (11. 272-81).

""-==--=

~--

s-

The vividness of the language, in contradistinction to the
stark and derisive "rotting" (1. 241, 1. 243), becomes an
objective correlative for the Mariner's metamorphosis.

For

instance, the contemplative "I watched" has evolved from
the nervous, restless "I looked" (1. 240, 1. 242, 1. 244).
Whether the Mariner is fully conscious or not, he is seeing
better--more effectively, more affectively; and so, whereas
the Mariner's desperate, misdirected--"! looked to heaven"
(1. 244)--and premature effort precludes prayer (11. 244-7),
·his spontaneous and intent sensitivity inspires its
15Jung, "Archetypes," p. 21.

-----r.r--=--=-·-·=----=~=c:_==~~~~-~---~-~--.~7-~-=--.o.._-___-_-____ _

o happy living thingst no tongue
Their beauty might declare:
A spring of love gushed from my heart,
And I blessed them unawares
Sure my kind saint took pity on me,
And I blessed them unaware.

[_

bih-

The self-same moment I could pray;
And from my neck so free
The Albatross fell off, and sank
Like lead into the sea (11. 282-91).

~-

Coleridge carefully modulates the Mariner's movement
toward self-awareness:

"I blessed .. evinces a stronger, more

conscious relationship than "I watched" (1. 273, 1. 278),
and the pattern reveals that his ordeal is not yet over-the "over" of self-actualization connotes the over-and-over
of regeneration rather than the· over· of stasis, end,
achieved ideal--otherwise the refrain would be, "And I
blessed them as one aware...
takes a

m~jor

At- this point, the Mariner

step toward integrating the shadow as he

progresses from the debasing despair of "a thousand thousand
slimy things/Lived on; and·so did I" (11. 238-9).

He is not

yet thoroughly empathetic, but he shows that he is nevertheless capable of feeling, of loving to some degree, of
sincerely responding to the shape, color, personality of
other beings.

The Mariner, in short, has again displayed

emotion which, for Jung, "is the chief source ·of becoming
There is no transformation from dark to light
or from inertia to movement without emotion ... 16 Even though
conscious.

the Mariner's encounter with "them"--the snakes, themselves

-----·16

Jung, "Psychological Aspects of the Mother
Archetype," Ibid., p. 96.

~-
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traditional shadow figures, 17 both "Beyond" and ••within.,-results in his shedding the shadow¥ amulet, this shedding
of the albatross does not suggest permanent loss so much as
perpetual process:

the transformational process of individu-

ation is indeed a molting journey.
With the restrictive carcass of the bird
relinquished, the Mariner earns a moment of respite; however,
the bodies of the shipmates and the ship remain.

In Part V,

the bodies are aroused, and even though they appear to have
a more benevolent attitude toward the Mariner--no curse
seems measured as before--the verbal imagery nonetheless
implies that the condition or relationship is still amiss,
unr.econciled, albeit closer to being resolved as he proclaims, "We were a ghastly crew" (1. 340).

The statement

identifies the Mariner with the crewJ he recounts 'l\is
active participation:
( 1. 343).

"The body and I pulled at one rope"

'l'he striving for selfhood, indeed, must be a

concerted and cooperative effort among various aspects of
one's self.

But the effort needs form and feeling, and as

yet the Hariner•s awareness is lacking; there is no
conscious communication between the crew member and him:
-"But he said nought to me .. (1. 344).

The Mariner is still

alienated and trapped aboard ship.
In Part VI, the Mariner comes nearer the threshold
of awareness that will free him, while in Part VII, he
17

Jung,

~io~, pp. 233-4.

y·-!~
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actively seeks it.

ne

As the Mariner nears his home port,

desc:r:ibes these crucial moments; fittingly, the ordeal is

\cj -

punctuated by the dead men's staresJ

~--

~

All stood together on the deck.,
For a charnel-dungeon fitter:
All fixed on~me their stony eyes,
That in the Moon did glitter.

ii=

~
~

~

The pang,· the curse, l'Tith which they died,
Had never passed away:
I could not draw my eyes from theirs,
Nor-turn them up to pray (11. 434-41).
The Mariner's steadfast gaze, so different from his earlier,
cringing "drew my eyes away" (1. 241) and "closed my lids"
(1. 248), merits a significant response; the ensuing line
is provident:

"And novr this spell was snapt:

viewed the ocean green" (11. 442-3).

once more/!

The specificity of

"this spell" as opposed, for instance, to "the spell,"
suggests that a greater mystery and challenge remain.

The

anxiety the ancient Mariner feels seems natural enough--he
sees himself, "Like one, that on a lonesome road/Doth walk
in fear and dread" (11. 446-7}; nevertheless, his perception
of the mysterious breeze that is bringing the ship to its
native port is perhaps indicative of· his hovering on the
threshold of a decisive

L

H
R
1-0.-

revelation:

It mingled strangely with my fears,
Yet it felt like a welcoming.
Swiftly, S'\viftly flew the shlp,
Yet she sailed softly too:
Sweetly, sweetly blew the breeze-On me alone it blevl (11~ 458-63).
The courageous "in spite of" inherent in "It mingled
strangely • • • /Yet" indicates that the Mariner is

J.B

maturing; the degree of his commitment to consciousness,
to self -avTareness, is strikingly portrayed when he first

enters ·the harbor:
We drifted o'er the harbour-bay,
And I with sobs did pray-. 0 let me be awake, my God t
or..let me sleep alway (11. 468-71).

i;

~~--=
~-'~

~
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Insofar as "my Godt" can be taken as an expletive,
the Mariner's ejaculatory "0 let me be awake" becomes a
t - - - - - - = : L f -di:rec--eed

:lmpera t i ve.

The next use

~l

of.--.t-..-hc-cec--:s:--'h~a-d.-o=~=-=,----------c-~"'--

image responds to the intensity of the Mariner's "either/or"

;··::::::=
'-'
i....: __ _

plea:
The harbour-bay was clear as glass,
.So smoothly it was strewn:
And on the bay the moonlight lay,
And the shadow of the moon (11. 472-5)~
And the bay was white with silent light,
Till rising from the same,
Full many shapes, that shadows were,
In crimson colours came (11. 480-3).
Night--the shadow realm, then, darkness--and moonlight have
ironically transformed the bay into a mirror, the instrument
for self-contemplation.

But mirrors reflect according to

the angle of vision;: the moon's light is actually the sun's
light, and its effectiveness depends upon its relation to
sun c:md Earth, which implies that the source of light or
kl1owledge lies,beyond reflection, that mirroring is but a

].9

means to the deepef3t meaning. 18

Of course, since indi.vidu-

at:i.on must include the day-and night of the personality, it
is appropriate tha·t. the Mariner • s return occurs under
moonlights

both day, by way of the sun•s indirect

participation, and night are represented.

This singular

~
G-~-

point remains:

these bright spirits, once so inimical,

.are'now beacons, guidese as the Hariner relates:
A little distance frotn the prow
~-=-=-1-----------JT-hos".':'•-e-r-ims-en-s-r.~ctdows-we-re'".,:___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~------IFE=.

I turned my eyes upon the deck-Oh, Christ: what I saw there:
Each corse lay flat, lifeless and flat,
And, by the holy rood!
A man all light, a seraph-man,
On every corse there stood.
This seraph-band, each waved his hand:
It was a heavenly sight!
They stood as signals to the land,
Each one a lovely light;
This seraph-band, each waved his hand,
No voice did they impart-No voice; but oh: the silence sank
Like music on my heart (11. 484-99).

.<

'l'he dynamics of the Mariner• s metamorphosis are
concentrated, encapsulated here; the momentum will carry

him to the reckoning and reconciliation in Part VII.

The

significant event is the Mariner's sensitive effort, the
18Jung, "Archetypes, .. p. 20: "True, whoever looks
into the mirror of the water will see first of all his own
face. Whoever goes to himself risks confrontation with
himself. The mirror does not flatter, it faithfully shows
whatever looks into it; namely the face we never show to the
world because we cover it with the Bersona, the mask of the
actor. But the mirror lies behind the mask and shows the
true face ...

r.==
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active cornmuning arising from his turning to the shadm·l' s
source and internalizing the experience--"the silence sank/
Like music on my heart. u

'l'he order of the expletives,

,_,

"h

~~

~-

too~-

"Oh, Christ:" and "but oht" "\IThich extend from the initial

-

t.

~
~~=~

-==

['!=:_

"my God!" (1. 470)--indicates a thrust toward personalization

p==

and responsibility, toward the emotivating self that Jung
describes:
This apparently unique life has become a sacred

~------------~S}~be~--beea~se i~~is~~e~p~e~a~y~~ef~~he-en-~yL-------------------~~~;~=~

meaningful life, that is, a life that ·strives for the
individual realization of its own particular law,
such realization being absolute and \mconditional.l9
The irony behind these shadowy beacons can be
explained further with this abundant ambiguity:

"each

waved his hand" (1. 492, 1. 496) denotes both greeting and
farewell.

·The refrain suggests that the Mariner must accept

and integrate the shadow to attain even a degree of selfhood
as well a&, extend himself, transcend this stage of development in order to have any chance of achieving individuation.
The angel-band, indeed, exemplifies a certain achieved .
redemption, and so another connotation of the hand-waving
gesture, the most subtle and ambiguous yet, exerts itself:
the image of calling, inviting, alluring, seducing.

These

~

spirits, as the latter associations intimate, could be
attempting to draw the Mariner away from himself, to keep
him from his native land.
become

The inference that the Mariner

"a living light, .. however, can more positively be
19

Jung, "The Development of Personality," in !hg

Q~y~lopmen!-_pt_J:~--..~~9.f1ality,

Vol. 17 (1954), P•. 181.
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associated \'lith the self's striving to become as the sun's
light--as source, as consciousness itself.

In·this sense,

R---

the seductive nature of the image would function as a prod,

as a true signal, taking the Mariner avray from self-interest
and catholicizing his consciousness; thus, all places would

IE=
~-

~

be home grounds, native lands. ·Jung describes such phenomena

-~-=-=

as the ••way our existence as separate beings, our former ego
nature, is abolished, the circle of consciousness is
widened." 20
'

Both abolishing and widening are pertinent aspects
of the Mariner's dramatic return to his homeland.

~---

What is

finally abolished is the Mariner's less conscious self, his
,somewhat passive and for the most part bewildered ship-self;
,.. what is '\>ddened is his outlool{., ·his commitment to share his
story, to

co~nunicate.

Clearly, the Mariner's

shi~--also

a

traditional symbol for the maternal·principle-- 21 has served
its purpose, for it has taken the Mariner to places unknown,
provided him the setting for his traumatic experiences and
returned him to the harbor; so, its sudden sinking (11. 546-·
9) might signal the beginning Of another stage in his
development--a rebirth.

This new stage begins moments after

his unconscious body is taken into the Pilot's boat which
had been approaching the ship in greeting, begins when the
20Jung, " Transformat1.on
'
'
Sym b o 1'1.sm l.n
t h e Mass,"
psychology and Religion, Vol. 11 ( 2d ed.; 1969), p. 265.
21 Keppler, pp. 133 ff.
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Mariner awakes; the

rE~actions

of the others in the sldff

and the Marim·}r • s own behavior indicate the active presence
- of the shadO'\'l and the working of

tht~

'r,

individuation process s

I moved my lips--the Pilot shrielced
And fell down in a fit;
'fhe holy Hermit raised his eyes,
And prayed where he did sit.
I took the oars:
the Pilot's boy,
Who now doth crazy go,
Laughed loud and long, and all the '\'lhile
His eyes went to and fro.
i--~_:__ _ _ _ ___,"--T{a-t--ha-1-u--quottrh-e--;--'"'-fuJ.--t--plirin 1 see,
The Devil knows how to ro"'" {11. 560-9) •

The Mariner has returned from the unconscious, in effect,

cr ____ _

come back to life in the small boat, and he has assQmed-albeit by default--the role of pilot:
the boat safely to land.

it is he who brings

What is new is the element of
~

~=----

personal control, of responsible command.
The Pilot boy's words are harsh but just; it is
fitting that the Mariner be called "The Devil," that which
epitomizes the shadow archetype, for he must come to terms
with his own devil if he is to function effectively and
forthrightly in society.

The crazed boy's observation

reveals that the Mariner has integrated the devilish side
of his nature.

This integration is displayed, too, by what

happens when the Mariner lands the boat and touches "the
firm land" {1. 571):
"0 shrieve me, shrieve
The Hermit crossed his
"Say quick," quoth he,
What manner of man art

me, holy man~"
brow.
"I bid thee say-thou'?"

~
~

•
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Forth1vi th this frame of mine was vlrenched
With a woful agony,
Which forced me to begin my tale;
And then it left me free (11. 574-81).
The Mariner discovers that the answer to that question,
perhaps the most fundamental and important of all questions-"What manner of man art thou?''--is as incriminating as it is
liberating.

~-

Such can be the legacy of understanding and

accepting the shadow:

becoming more aware and more honest,

That the Mariner has evolved is plain; his admitting
'C.--

that u•Tis sweeter far to me,/To walk together to the kirk/
With a goodly company!" (11. 601-3) and his advising that
"He prayeth well, who loveth well/Both man and bird and
beast" (11. 612-3) stand against his earlier isolation and
'*.:

alienation at sea and the Pilot boy$ s observation.

The

Mariner's sentiments illustrate how, according to Jacobi,
"in the negative and ,evil may be hidden the germs of a
transformation into the positive and good ... 22 A significant
t.ransformation has occurred; the circle of consciousness
has indeed widened,
And there is limited but ample evidence that the
~

Wedding-Guest's om1 circle of consciousness has been affected.
The Mariner is both guide and shadow to the Guest; from the
outset, it is neither his words nor hand that detains him,
but "his glittering eye .. (1. 13), that mirror ·of the self,
22
"Tolande Jacobi, f'he Way of Individuation, tr.
R.F.C. Hull (New York: Harcourt, Brace a~d iorld, 1967),
p. 127.
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of the soul.

By compar.i.son~ the Guest is indeed "like a

three years' ch:i.ld" ( 1. 15}; he is at a stage preliminary
to fruition, a state perhaps consonant to the Mariner's
pre-voyage level of

a.wareness-·~in

fact, he is approaching

"the merry din" ( 1. 8) of the marriage feast "\'lhen detained,
while the Mariner had set out on his voyage "Merrily"
( 1. 22) •

And just as the Mariner came face t.o face with the

diabolical, with his own capacity for evil, through him, the
~-

Guest is given a glimpse of the same:

"God save thee,

ancient Mariner!/From the fiends, that plague thee thus!--/
rlhy

looJ~'st

thou so?" (11. 79-81).

Expressions of alann

and wonder are the only gestures Coleridge gives the Wedding-

·Guest, but these exclamations of fear are fitting:
.,.Guest is feeling the crisis.

the

Plainly, as Jung notes and the

Mariner certainly knows» ''there is no birth of consciousness
. ,23
w1'thout pa1n.
'

The Mariner is both terror and teacher;

the dark shadmv- that illuminates; he is the source of both
anguish and assurance when the Guest next speaks:
"I fear thee, ancient Mariner~
I fear thy skirilly hand~
And thou art long, and lank. and brown, ·
As is the ribbed sea-sand.
"I fear thee and thy glittering eye,
And thy skinny hand, so brown."-"Fear not, fear not, thou Wedding Guestt
This body dropt not down" (11. 224-31).
The next time the Guest speal<:s, rhythm and response

23Jung, "Personality," p. 193.

• !.:
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a r.:e much the same'

u •

I f. ear thee, ancient Mar.'iner 1 • I

'13~'-1-

calm. thou Y.Iedding-Guest t •" ( 11. 345-6).

Uu::

Guc~st

Here concludes
;:

's active, verbal participation in the narrative.

'l'hese brief ejaculations, coupled with the poem's final

~

~

p==

linea which describe the Guest as "A sadder and a wiser
mant/Y.lho rose the morrow morn" (11. 624-5), convey a portrait

of a man who has ·himse'lf suffered and survived the primary
stagHs of .individuation--the encounter with the shadow.
The transtonnation motif has begun its work on the Guest;
he has been confronted, frightened, and humbled into a ne"iv
awareness, a 1viser perspective.

To claim that he has

attained selfhood from being "like· a three·· years • child"
\tTOUld tend toward hyperbole, but that he is on the way to
~~~

wholeness, to a greater realization of the shadow archetype-on~

prerequisite of individuation--is unassailablef.

Again,

Jung explains:
• • • the right way to wholeness is made up • • •
of fateful detours and wrong turnings. It is a
longissima via, not straight but snakelike, a path
that unites the opposites • • • and whose labyrinthine
twists and turns are not lacking in terrors. It is
on this longissima via that we meet with those
experiences which are said to be "inaccessible ... 24
Only those who have experienced the reality of the
shadow--like the Mariner; to a lesser extent, the WeddingGuest; and to an even less determinable degree, the reader-know well its awesome and particular accessibility.

--24

Jung, "Introduction to Alchemy," p. 6.
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Chapter 2
A.NIMl\

The 1-fariner•s recurring confrontation with the
shadow--his memorable tale and wandering vocation:

~
ri-

i=t-----=-

"I pass,

like night, from land to land ;/I have strange powe.r· of

via," but this alone cannot generate individuation.

Jung

has found that to be individuated, to be whole in the fullest
sense, requires not only a recognition and integration of

the shadow but also, from the male's point of view, a like
confrontation with the archetypal "anima" and "wise old
, man"--the former being the expression of life, the latter
the personification of meaning. 1

Jung more specifically

explains that "if the encounter with the shadow is the
•apprentice-piece• in the individual's development, then
that with the anima is the 'master-piece.•

The relation

with the an-ima is again a test of courage, an·ordeal," 2
and he more·thoroughly defines the anima concept:
~fuoleness consists in the union of the conscious
and the unconscious personality. Just as every

1

Jung, "Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious,"
in :fh~cl).§!_i;.~~s and the Collecti..Y.,€;.J.1n.conscious, Vol. 9:1
(2d ed,; 1968), p. 32. For the definitions in their original
context., see fn. 11, p. 30 infra.
2

Ibid., P• 29.
26
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individual derives from masculine and feminine genes,
and the sex is detennined by the predominance of the
corresponding genes. so in the psyche it. is only the
conscious mind, in a man, that has the masculine
sign, while the unconscious is by.nature feminine.
The reverse is true in the case of a lvoman. All I
have done in my anima ~heory is to rediscover and
reformulate this fact.
··
·

..-'i

L
l-'0

R---,-.

Anima representations appear both directly and
indirectly in the tale, as female figures and as feminine
personifications, respectively.· 'l'he Hariner recalls t.hree

a plea when the spectre-bark approaches--"And straight the
Sun "ras flecked with bars,/(Heaven•s Mother send us grace!)"
(11. 177-8); second, through a description of one of its
unearthly crew-tier lips were red, her looks were free,
Her locks were yellow as gold:
Her skin was as white as leprosy,
The Night-mare LIFE-IN-DEATH was she,
Who thicks man's blood with cold (11. 190-4);
and third, by way of a grateful· exclamation after the
spontaneous blessing of the water-snakes and shedding of
the albatross-Oh sleep! it is a gentle thing,
Beloved from pole to pole!
To Mary Queen the praise be given~
She sent the gentle sleep from Heaven,
That. slid into my soul ( 11. 292-6).
The above juxtapositions, both the virginal and the lurid,
reflect uncannily the various faces and forces Jung comprehensively details:
3

Jung, "The Psychology of the Child Archetype,"
Ibid., p. 175.

,__
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With the archetype of the anima we enter the
realm of the gods, or rather, the realm that
metaphysics has reserved for itself. Everything
the anima touches becomes numinous--unconditional,
dangerous, taboo, magical.····.- • Because the anima
wants life, she wants both good and bad. • • • She
is not a shallow creation, for the breath of
eternity lies over everything that is really
·alive. • •
To the men of antiquity the anima appeared as a
goddess or a witch, while for medieval man the
goddess was replaced by the Queen of Heaven and
Mother Church. • . •
Although she may be the chaotic urge of life,
something strangely meaningful clings to her, a
~~~
'~--------~s~e~c~r=e~r.----Knowledge or hiaaen wisdom. 4 · - = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l , _ ' E _=
~

Good and"'bad, life and death, profane and sacred, and,
above all, meaning emanate from the Mariner's classic
.
.
5
an1ma
l.mages.
- The role of the spectre-bark episode as a shadow
encounter has already been discussed; hm-1ever, "the
;

skeleton ship" (1. 189, gloss) itself and the grotesque,
enigmatic figure of Life-in-Death as anima enrich the
episode.

The ship, "from earliest times," .records .Keppler,

"has been the symbol £..<!.!: excellence of the feminine
principle"; 6 he further describes
• • • what seems to be the most ancient, widespread,
and comprehensive of all meanings of the ship image:
that of sacred and mystic ark, container of the
precious essence, encloser of the germ and secret

-------4

Jung, "Archetypes," p. 28-9.
5Jung, "The Psychological Aspects of the Kore,"
Ibid., pp. 199-200.
6

Carl Keppler, S}'!!lb_o).J~tn in "T'Qg An~O,_
_in Method (Ann Arbor, Michigan: University Nicrofilms, 1956), p. 133.

!L.§.~uj;:
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of life. 7

r:
i
F-~

Certai.nly, the Mariner's mm ship and the Pilot's boat in
which he returns to· l'and can be viewed in·th:ese termst
they become sacred arks because he is the harbinger of a
"secret of life."

Similarly, the "naked hulk" (1. 195)

which so mysteriously and suddenly (11. 147-84) approaches
the Nariner•s becalmed ship is also the carrier of its
"precious essence,"

()ilrn

Both Edward Bostetter and Patricia

Adair recognize the pivotal
casting dice" (1. 196}:

natur~

of "the twain. • •

the former concludes that
1-

• • • the most disturbing characteristic of this
universe is the caprice that lies at the heart of
it; the precise punishment of ~he Nariner and his
shipmates depends upon chance, ·
while the latter comments that such capriciousness

'l::i........=
EE~

fc--

.....:

"destroys. any attempt to impose a systematic philgsophical
.
•
• •
or re 1 ~g~ous
1.nterpretat1.on
on the poem." 9

What 1.s
•

of

major importance, rather, is less the act than the
response, more the resultant interpretation than the apparent
justice or injustice.

Jung, at length and without undue

rationalization, provides a reasonable perspective for the
perplexed or pessimistic reader:
7

Ibid., P• 136.

8Edward E. Bostetter, "The Nightmare World of 'The
Ancient Nariner,'" Studies in Romanticism, !:4· (Summer,
1962) 1 Po 244,

9
Patricia M. Adair, '"The Ancient Mariner • : The
Natural and the Supernatural," in The Waking Dream--LL_§tudy
of Colq,r:idge•s Poeta (Ne,., Yorks Barnes and Noble, 1967),
p. 64.
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Thus the anima and life itself a.re meaningless
in so far as they offer no interpretation. Yet
they have a nature that can be interpreted, for in
all chaos there is a cosmos~ in all disorder·a secret
order, in all ca·price a fixed law, for ~verything
that works is grounded on its opposite [l-lhi.ch echoes
Coleridge's "Law of Polarity"J• It talces man's discriminating understanding, wluch breaks everything
dmm into antinomial judgments, to recognize this.
Once he comes to grips with the anima, her chaotic
capriciousness will give him cause to suspect a
secret order, to sense a PH)n, a meaning, a purpose
over and above her nature.·
· ·
Securing meaning out of·myst.ery is one of the tale's
major themes, and by the end of the Mariner's story, both
Wedding-Guest and reader know his perception of the plan
and purpose of the experience.

The Mariner's articulation

of this meaning becomes his own life's work, a vocation that
has been earned through encounter and ordeal, as Jung
elucidates:
Human interpretation fails, for a turbulent lifesituation has arisen that refuses to fit any of the
traditional meanings assigned to it. It is a moment
of collapse. • .an utter and unmistakable defeat crmmed
with the panic fear of demoralization. Only when all
props and crutches are broken, and no cover from the
rear offers even the slightest hope of security, does
it become possible for us to experience an archetype
that up till then had lain hidden behind the meaningful nonsense played out by the anima. This is the
"archetype of meaning," just as the anima is the
"archetype of life itself ... ll
-

s

The Nariner faces and survives his desperate and demoralizing
circumstances--in particular, his plight when the ship is
becalmed:

"There passed a weary time.

Each throat/Was

parched, and glazed each eye./A weary timet a weary timet"
10

Jung, "Archetypes," p. 32.

11

rbid.
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(11.

143~5);

and his dire situation after the arrival and

departure of the spectre-ship "upon the rotting sea,/
And ••

~/t1pon

the rotting deck,/ • • • where the dead men

lay" (11. 240-3)--and he eventually manifests the archetype
of meaning by becoming the living essence of this archetype,
a wise old man.
The sequence of the Mariner's original anima
references reveals a meaningful pattern not unlike the one
found in the shadmv relationship:

a reactive, perhaps

instinctively fearful appeal for safety from the unknown-"(Heaven~s

Mother send us

grace~)"--is

followed by an

unavoidable, hellish encounter with Life-in-Death, which,
in turn, yi-elds to a period of reward or liberating relief-"To Nary Queen the praise be given."

In the final section

of' the poem, the Mariner admits the latter two stages of
this pattern:. encounter and relief,· have become his
penitential vocation:
Forthtvith this frame of mine was wrenched
With a woful agony,
Which forced me to begin my tale;
And then it left me free.
Since then, at an uncertain hour,
That agony returns:
And till my ghastly tale is told,
This heart within me burns (11, 578-85).
His fearless acceptance is a function of his mature
understanding.

The Mariner has come face to face with the

shadow and the multifarious anima, and he has found meaning
in the experience.

llis courageousness can be compared to

the steadfastness of the Hermit in the Pilot's boat:

32

"Dear Lord t it hath a fiendish look--·
(The Pilot made reply)
I am a-feared"--"Push on,. push on~"
Said the Hermit cheerily (11. 538-41).

R

}-;-
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The Hermit, then, is the wise old man figure who shrieves
the adamant Mariner quite simply and profoundly:
"0 shrieve me, shrieve
The Hermit crossed his
"Say quick, .. quoth he,
What maimer of man art

me, holy man1••
brow.
"I bid thee say-thou?" (11. 574-8). ·

The Mariner himself, by living the ans,.,er to that quest .ion of
questions, becomes a wise old man, one who embodies the
figures of fate and wisdom, one "\.,ho has the rare ability to
communicate the nature of both shadow and anima.

The

Mariner's responsive tale is his own perpetual absolution
and an illustration of the sustaining and regenerating
power of the self, as Campbell specifies:
~-

·When the hero-quest has-been accomplished, through
penetration to the source, or through the grace of
some male or female, human or animal, personification,
the adventurer still must return with his lifetransmuting trophy. The full round, the norm of the
monomyth, requires that the hero shall now begin the
labor of bringing the runes of wisdom • • • back into
the kingdom of humanity, where the boon may redound
to the renewing of the community, the nation, the
planet, or the ten thousand worlds.l2
Near the end of the story, the Mariner summarizes
his embracing and outgoing attitude and brings his relationship with the anima into the present tense when he informs
the Wedding-Guest:
12Joseph Campbell, The Hero with a Thousand Faces,
Bollingen Series XVII ( 2d ed.; Princeton, N .J :"7 Princeton
University Press, 1968), p. 193.
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0 m;reeter than the marriage feast,
'Tis sweeter far to me,
'l'o walk together to the kirk
With a goodly company!--

~

~-"-

~

r--

To walk together to the kirl<,
And all together pray,
While each to his great Father b<~nds,
Old inen, and babes, and loving friends
And youths and maidens gay~ (11. 601-9),

The Hariner's vision has broadened, progressed from the
personal but limited thanl<s-giving to "Mary Queen" to the

H

L_:_

t----------------o-rrc-ompassing inv.ttation of
personification.

11

~-+-~~~~~~~~==~~~~~~~----~--~~

~he

kirJ(," an apparent anima

Other anima personifications---with the

"

~,·=---=----

exception of the moon, which 'tvarrants special attention··that contribute to the Mariner's development. and reinforce

Jung's depiction of the archetype will be discussed in their
, respective contexts in subsequent chapters; here, though, ·
,,,~the

integrating power of individuati·on is working through

·.<the Hariner;

The Mariner is reaching out, as the gloss says, "to
teach, by his mm example, love and reverence" (1. 610),
but the specific context CoJ,eridge provides is even more
illuminating; for the fact that the Hariner deters the
Guest's attending a wedding is indeed a "fateful detour."
He is purposefully keeping the Wedding-Guest from witnessing
the symbolic union of anima-animus figures and providing him
instead with a venerable, if disconcerting, image of whole-

Struc~u;re

p. 226.

p-~

.. Individuation does not shut one out from the

world," Jung reminds, "but gathers the world to oneself." 13

13

>;~-

Jung, "On the Nature of the Psyche," in The
a.n9...QYnamics of the.Psyche, Vol. 8 (2d ed.; 1969),
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ness.

He is also l<eeping the young man from a conventional

experience, an affair· simply too one-sided in its gaiety
and frivolity.

Yarlott essentially agrees:

It is no accident that the "framework" for The
~ncient ~ariner is provided by a wedding, the
symbolic union of two individuals; the presence of
the Wedding~Guest is a constant reminder of this basic
symbol. Yet ultimately the marriage of two individuals
proves to be an unsatisfactory expression of the
higher, universal power of love with which the poem is
concerned. . • The Ancient Mariner is both a love-~poem,
in the profoundest sense of Love, and a vindication

'

~

~--'-c"

~
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a universe beyond the reach of narrow understanding. 1 4

For "Love" substitute "Wholeness"; hence, the Mariner
represents wholeness, the wedding of evil and good, the
extreme balance alive at the heart of the individuated
self.

The Mariner's bizarre but compelling tale can only

sensitize his listeners and thereby increase the

~~~~-~
~
~-----

opportunities for both Wedding.o.Guest and reader to~~' probe

~

r;=

the mystery of the self by enhancing their chances for
pursuing the shadow's depths and engaging their own anima
personifications.
In summary, Whitmont offers this germane assessment
of the anima's elusive character:

r

~

F.=

Even though the shadow is strange and remote, it
is still somehow within reach and can, at least to
quite a considerable degree, be charted or sl<etched
out, but the anima and animus are forever defiant of
complete understanding or taming. After "'.;e think we
have found out everything there is to be found out,
they may appear in entirely new and unexpected forms,
and there is never an end to this. They connect us
14

Geoffrey Yarlott, Coleri¢JgEt_snd the j\bY,ssinian
Maid (London: Methuen and Co., 1967), p. 155.

~
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with ·the limitlessness of the psyche itself. 'l'he
shadow, one might say, is a~ unknown inland lake,
animus and anima the ocean. 5

~l
'~o~

~~

r:-

· An ocean ·we have· only just begun to fathom, for, to
reiterate, the anima is a chameleon character, a
representative of everything that can be feminine, of that
which is intrinsically mysterious and alluring.
Traditionally, the mystery and allure of the moon
have had female connotations; 16 psychologically, Jung notes
that "a man's unconscious is the lunar world, for it is the
night world, and this is characterized by the moon, and
Luna is a feminine designation, because the unconscious is
. .
17 How t h e moon 1.mages
.
.
fem1.n1ne."
contr1.bute
to the
transformation motif and the Mariner's individuation can be
==-=-

charted by our considering them sequentially.

The Mariner

first mentions the moon in conjunction with his mu';;-dering
the albatross:
"In the mist or cloud, on mast or shroud,
It perched for vespers nine;
Whiles all the night, through fog-smoke white,
Glimmered the white moon-shine."
15
Edward c. Whitmont, The ~Yffibolic Q..~J:: Basic
Concepts of Analytical Psychology (New Yorl<:: Putnam, 1969),
p. 215.
16
Keppler, p. 179: "• •• in contrast to the sun's
paternal value, the moon, like the earth and sea to which
it is kin, is a maternal symbol." See pp. 178-193 for an
intriguing discussion of "The Moon" and "The sun and Moon."
17
Jung, "The Tavistock Lectures," in The SY!11_1~.Q.!i£
Life: Miscellaneous Writings, Vol. 18 (1976), p. 180.
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"God save thee, ancient Marinert
From the fiends, that plague thee thust-Why looJc' st thou so?"--"With my cross-bmv
I shot the ALBATROSS" (11. 75-82).
The killing assigns a negativity to the moon as does the
"fog-smoke white," which emphasizes its eeriness; this
glimmering, somewhat hazy image reflects the initially
muddled state of the M.ar iner' s unconscious.
The next reference is a-figurative one, but the

fickle crew members immediately-condemn and then just as
quickly congratulate (11. 91-102) the Mariner for his
killing the sea-bird, the ship is "suddenly becalmed./And
the Albatross begins to be avenged" (1. 106, 1·. 119, gloss):

Down dropt the breeze, the sails dropt down,
sad as sad could be;
And we did speak only to break
The silence of the sea:
·~s

~

'""'----

All in a hot and copper sky,
The bloody Sun, at noon,
Right up above the mast did stand,
No bigger than the Moon (11. 107-14).
Coleridge, by imagistically combining the paternal sun18
and maternal moon, is illustrating how both conscious and
unconscious forces--day and night elements:

according to

· Jung" "the prima-ry-pair of opposites, consciousness and
unconsciousness, whose symbols are Sol and Luna" 19 --have
joined to punish the thoughtless Mariner and the
18

see fn. 16 supra.

19J
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Connulcj:1on1s:
'
'
'
'
' t o the
ung, Mys t en.um
An Inqu1rv
1n
~eparation and_§~~~hesis_of Psychic_O£posites in Alfhe~,
Vol. 14 (2d ed.; 1970}, p. 106.
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.
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egu1.voca
.1ng S!upmates.

The Mariner describes the severe
~~

punishment:

c-B---

Hi'

And every tongue, through utter drought,
Was withered at the root;
We could not speak, no more than if
We had been choked with soot (11. 135-8).

~

~

~
~

~

Shortly thereafter, the situation worsens, for the "SpectreWoman and her Death..;.mate" (1. ·185, gloss) arrive, cast _the
dice, and perform their purgatorial function:

the gloss

summar1.zes-- At the rising of the Moon,/One after another,/
His shipmates drop dolvn dead./But Life-in-Death begins her
work on the anc.ient Mariner" (11. 203-23).

And the Mariner

elaborates:
'l'he stars 1vere dim, and thick the night,
The steersman's face by his lamp gleamed white;
From the sails the dew did drip-Till clcmb above the eastern bar
The horned Moon, with one bright star
Within the nether tip.

~~fc~=
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One after one, by the star-dogged Moon,
Too quick for groan or sigh,
F;ach turned his face with a ghastly pang,
And cursed me with his eye.
Fouz· times fifty living men,

(And I heard nor sigh nor groan}
With heavy thmup, a lifeless lump,
They dropped dovm one by one (11. 206-19}.

~

g____
~

~

The "dim" stars, "thick" night, and "horned" sliver of a
moon call attention to the foreboding mood and, along with
the "one bright star" which reflects t:he Mariner• s own
isolation, lead directly to the nadir of the poem--the
Mariner's lonely vigil, which he so aptly describes:
"Alone, alone, all, all alone,/Alone on a wide wide
(11. 232-3).

sea~"

~

=
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Throughout the first half of the poem, the moon' s··and therefore the an.ima's--negative potential is emphasized,
while in the second half of the poem 1 the positive powers

f.~
tl~
t--i
L_
fi

of the moon as anima ure featured; this parallels the
Nariner's own maturation, itself the major transformational
motif.

The Mariner's initial positive attribution is marked

by the use of·the personal pronoun, his first such
designation for the moon;
The moving Moon went up the sky,
And no where did abide:
Softly she was going up,
And a star or two beside (11. 263-6).
The accompanying gloss supports the shift in mood-In his loneliness and fixedness he yearneth tmrards
the journeying Moon, and the stars that still sojourn,

yet still move onward; and every\vhere the blue sky
belongs to them, and is their appointed rest, and their
native country and their m·m natural homes, w·hich they
enter .'~nannounced, as lords that are certainly expected
and yet there is a silent joy at their arrival./By the
light.of the Noon he beholdeth God's creatures of the
great calm (11. 263-76)--

~

R=-----
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~

and establishes the tone for the Marh1er• s blessing of the
water-snakes (11. 282-7) and for the beginning of the
punishing spell • s abatement ( 11·. 288-91).
~

After the :Hariner describes the spontaneous and
generous blessing of the snakes and his rejoicing in a
welcome interlude of rest and refreshing rain (11. 297-304),
he depicts one of the sky's most wondrous manifestations,
the aurora borealis; the supportive presence of the moon is
note'\vorthy 1

~~-
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The upper air burr.;t into life~
And a hundred fire-flags sheen,
To and fro they were hurried about:
And to and fro, and in and out,
rhe wan stars danced between.
And
And
And
The

~

~

~-c-~-

~-

the coming wind did roar mor.e loud,
the sails did sigh like sedge;
the rain· poured dmvn from one blacl-c cloud;
Moon was at its edge.

IF
1=1---=-=

The thick black cloud was cleft, and still
The Moon was at its side (11. 313-23).
The night realm, the unconscious, can be friendly as ,.,ell
as sinister, contain that which is wicked but also that
which is wondrous, like the anima itself.
suggests that
of the cosmos.

~·the

w.s.

Hallenborg

aurora borealis is likened to a rebirth

Though the Ma.riner is still in a penitential

state, the revitalization of the sky may be thought of as
heralding:his complete self-renewal... 20 That this animated

§--

movement occurs under the ,.,atchful eye of the night moon

c

alludes to the motivating power of the unconscious, and even

I.

r:~=
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though the sky is still somewhat cloudy, the Mariner's
description indicates it is clearer than the earlier "fogsmoke white" and "thick the night"; the time for complete
clarity and understanding is approaching.

~

L

The motivational power of the moon--of the anima--is
also a contributing factor in the Nariner•s "supernatural"
(1. 430, gloss) return to the harbor, as explained by one of
"the Polar Spirit's fellow-daemons, the invisible inhabitants

20lialter s. Hallenborg (ed.), The Rime of the Ancient
Marine~::, by Samuel Taylor Coleridge (New Yorl-c:
Avon Books,
1967), p. 82.
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of the element" (1. 394, gloss):
Still as a slave before his lord,
The ocean hath no blast;
His great bright eye most silently
Up to the Hoon is cast-If he may know which way to go;
For she guides him smooth or grim.
See, brother, see: how graciously
She 1ooketh down on him (11. 414-21).

6------=
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Further, if the Mariner can be linked to the sea, then the
personifications are especially rich, for they show the
~:=-=~

varied nature of the moon as anima:
or·grim."

F

"she guides him smooth

And the same bright moon accompanies the Mariner

'',_:

.

~-

to his native-land; it is a "calm night" (1. 432), one
appropriate for reflection, when he faces the dead men once ·
again-- ..A11 fixed on me their stony eyes,/That in the 11oon
did glitter" (11. 436-7)--and prevails:

"I could not draw

my eyes from theirs/Nor turn them up to pray./And "now this
spell was snapped" (11. 440-42).

The gloss is coincident:

"The curse is finally expiated" (1. 442).
The ship enters the harbor which "the moonlight
steeped in silentness" (1. 478), and "the angelic spirits
of the shipmates leave the dead bodies,/And appear in their

F

~

.~

own forms of light .. (1. 482, 1. 487, gloss); there is neither
trace of cloud nor hint of haze.
medit~

Moonlight is the precise

for the Mariner's return in that, as Jung notes, it

.. enables [him] to see in the dark, and represents an
.
.
1."11 um1nat1.on

21

of

t he

21
.
.
.
.
unconsc1.ous,"
. an l.llum1.nat1.on
wh.l.Ch

Jung, Hysterium, p. 356.

~

~
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is an essential part of the transforming and integrating
t;

!~

process of individuation.

F.
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W~

have already pointed out that the moonlight is a
22
reflection of the sun's racl.i~ting and life-giving light;

-,.-

and in this way Coleridge merges the ideas of conscious and
unconscious; this mergi:t1g qan symbolically support the
concept of individua.tion--tht,.::: integrating of both shadow
and anima with the conscious self.
aspects of the unconscious:

11

For Jung, they are both

Ne know well enough that the

unconscious appears personifieq:

mostly it is the anima

·who in singular or plural form represents the ·collective
unconscious.
the

The personal
23

shadow~"~

unco~'iscious

is personified by

The substance of the Mariner's tale, his

"strange power of speech" (1, 587), is survival and
~-

transformation--his surviving the encounter not only 'vith
the shadow but also with anima imt;tges and personifications
until finally he integrates these experiences in the figure
of the wise old man who travels ''like night, from land to
.land .. (1. 586), whose compelling, "glittering eye" {1. 3,
1. 13) reflects directly the empowering mystery of the moon

and indirectly the sustaining power of the sun.
2.2 See p. 18 supra:

"But mirrors reflect according
to the angle of vision; the moon's light is actually the
sun • s light • • • • "
23Jung, Mysterium, p. 106.

Chapter 3
VOCATION
We have identified and discussed several key elements
of the individuation process:

specifically, the roles of the

shadow and anima as they apply mainly to the Mad.ner and the
[j

1-------_._._edding-GlJes_t.____a nd-sP__r__oncla-l;-i-l~.J~t-c;.L__t-he !;-9-aG-e-~~Je~l'l-a~~e----t.~t-u-s:---------~:=--:---=-

far considered the tale developmentally by noting how the
symbolism accrues and reflects relative stages of the archetypes.

In the following chapters, specific images will be

analyzed from a similar point of view as unfolding,
individuating symbols.

However, in the unfoldment of the

tale itself, there is another important strand that ties

'ci~~~~~
~
r~

L __
jj~~;

Jung and Coleridge together:

the poem's educative function.

Fl=-

In the present chapter, therefore, the participation of the
reader will be emphasized; the interaction of Mariner,
Guest, and poet with reader will be approached thematically
from an educational perspective.
Barth maintains that
Coleridge's "Ancient Mariner" is surely about
meaning and the communication of meaning. The
disparate worlds must be brought together--the world
of the Nariner and the world of the Wedding-Guest,
the world of the self and the world outside,"!
1

J. Robert Barth, !he Symbolic Imaqination: Coleridg~
and the Romantic Tradition (Princeton, N.J.s Princeton
Univers1ty Press, 1977), pp. 100-1.
42
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the world of the poem and the l'TOrld of the reader.

'rhese

"disparate worlds" are catalyzed by the Mariner, whose
educativ~

vocation surfaces as one of the poem's primary

outcomes.

The final gloss entry unequivocally stresses

the nature of his vocation:

"And ever and anon throughout

his future life an agony constraineth him to travel from
land to land;/And to teach, by his own example 1 love and
reverence to all things that God made and lovethu
615).

~(11.

582-

Jung comments on this attitude of commitment in the

growing personality:
Our personality develops in the course of our life
from germs that are hard or impossible to discern, and
it is only our deeds that reveal who we are •• ·• • At
first we do not know what deeds or misdeeds, what
destiny, what good and evil we have in us, and only the
autumn can show what the spring has engendered, onl2 in
the evening "rill it be seen what the morning began.
He further describes what has happened to the Marther and
. !

what, in turn, is happening to the Wedding-Guest and the
sensitive reader:
Clearly, no one develops his personality because
somebody tells him that it would be useful or advisable
to do so. Nature has never yet been taken in by well
meaning advice. The only thing that moves nature is
causal necessity, and that goes for human nature, too.
Without necessity, nothing budges, the human personality
least of all •••.• Only acute necessity is able to
rouse it, • • • it neegs the motivating force of inner
and outer fatalities.
·
The dire circumstances of the Mariner's voyage provide his
2

Jung, "The Development of Personality," in The
peveloJ?ment of Personality, Vol. 17 (1954), p. 172.
3
Ibid., p. 173.

L
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"motivating force" while the sudden insistence of the Mariner
provides the "acute necessity" for: the \'/edding-GueE?t J both

r~

c-

t::L----

R-

might convey such urgency to the· impressionable reader.
On the one hand, the tormented Mariner is condemned

·<''

~

~::::;

==-r===

"""--::--:--:-::

to repeat his st.ory; on the other,. he is committed to sharing

\1

~~

kt--==-

his experience, a fate that is both humanitarian and thera-

~==

peutic, 'of· outward consequence and inward significance.
Walter Bate and Richard Haven view the Mariner's fate in a
positive light.

L

Bate points out that

• • • the Mariner has done a guilty thing, and he is
certainly punished. Yet had he not. done it, his s.ense
of the universe (and ours through him) would be more
limited. If he is a guilty man, he is also something
of a hero simply because he has gone further in
experience than others. In an admittedly qualified
way, he·ls akin to those romantic heroes that were to
becomeso common in nineteenth-century writing--some
of them Byronic, others patterned after Faust-:..who by
violating laws acquire a depth of experience that others
lack.4
And he emphasizesthe value of the Mariner's penance:
The continued penance, of course, is that the
Mariner-is condemned to relive the experience--in a
sense, to re-enact imaginatively what he has done-by telling it repeatedly, trying to come to terms with
it, trying to put it into some context of meaning. It
is here that the poem acquires its widest universality.S
Haven recognizes that
•
o
o we are made to share the Mariner's experience
to such a degree that we are forced to aclmowledge its
reality, to realize that in form and quality if not in
circumstance, what happened to hhn may happen to us.
And one great achievement of the poem is that it permits
us, compels us, to-contemplate these possibilities of

4walter Jackson Bate, Coleridge (New Yorka
1968), p. 57.
5

~

s--~

Ibid., p. 63.

Macmillan,
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experience which our r(ltional intelligence nonnally
will not let us admit.b
·
The quality of the Mariner's experience is certainly
profound, but his possessed and fervent articulation is as
important; according to Jung, this activity is "called
vocation:

an irrational factor that destines a man to

emancipate himself from the herd and from its well-worn
paths • • • • vocation acts like a law of God from which there
H

"

l.S

no escape. ~·he Mariner manifests an .i:nescapab.ce nere-a~~~~~~--E~t=--_ ~---~
~

for action in the form of story-telling and exemplary
behavior.

Stephen Prickett elaborates:

..

• • a recurring

phenomenon we shall find in the poetry of • • • Coleridge is
the curious way that a poem, in stating a problem, seems to
·--·provide a solution through the very act of articulation.
- Saying what is wrong makes it better ... a

The Mariner verifies

:this when he says, ..And till my ghastly tale is told,/This
heart within me burns" (11. 584-85).

His narrative is both

purgative and instructive--instructive in an
neither didactic nor rhetorical-.

engagin~

way,

The Mariner's tale informs

us, touches or devastates us less for its believability than
its verve.

We realize that the-Mariner, as Jung says, ..hears

6

Richard Haven, Pattern.~s~o~f~C~o~n~s~c~i~o~u~s~.n~e~s~s~=--~A=n
Essay on Coleridge (Amherst, !-lass.: University of Massachusetts Press, 1969), p. 22.
7Jung, "Personality," p. 175.
~etry

p. 16.

8 stephen Prickett, Coleridge and Wordsworth: The
of Growth (Londons Cambridge University Press, 1970),
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the voice of the inner mans

he is called." 9

And something

deep wit.hin us-··"This heart vlithin"--waits to be

called~

~

p--~,_- ~

perhaps it is this inner affinity that ultimately affects
·the Wedding-Guest and attracts the reader, that helps
explain how "The Mariner hath his [and our] '\vill" ( 1. 16). ·

~

~--·---~

~=---=

~
E.
..

Indeed, the Guest finally realizes, as we do, that the
Mariner is not simply a "greybeard loon" (1. 16) but a true
"grey-beard"--a teacher.

10

He is a teacher whose tale

illustrates Coleridge's conviction that "deep thinking is
attainable only by a man of deep feeling, and that all
truth is a species of revelation." 11

,·-

Thus, the Wedding-Guest listens and reflects;
however, the reader is in a position to identify with both
Hariner and Guest, as well as reflect on the additional
information Coleridge provides in the·gloss and thfough
I

~urnet•s

prefatory motto.

This multiple interaction of

character, reader, and poem fuels the theme of growth
through individuation, as William Walsh intimates in a
broader context:
9Jung, "Personality," p. 176.
10

Haven, p. · 78: "If the Mariner tells of things
in heaven and earth undreamt of in the philosophy of the
Wedding-Guest, then the Wedding-Guest has no choice but
either to dismiss the tale as the ravings of a grey-beard
loon or to modify his philosophy." He clearly chooses the
latter course.
llc oler1'd ge, Collected Letters of Samuel Taylor
Co~eridg~, ed. Earl Leslie Griggs, Vol. 2 (London:
Oxford
Un1versity Press, 1956), p. 709.

I.
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Growth--the image in which Coleridge.figured it-requires the collaboration of others. Consciousness
is not snapped off at the edge of individual consciousness. [Coleridge writes: J ••This state and
growth of reflex consciousness • • • is not conceivable
without the action of kindred souls on each other,
i.e., the modification of ·each by each, and of each
by the whole • • • • man is truly altered by the coexistence of other man [sic]; his faculties cannot be
developed in himself alone, and only by himself ... l2.

8~,_---

r---

This confidence in collaboration and in man's ability to
respond and comn1unicate generates the image of the proessional educator or the self-proclalmed teacher--the
latter, a person like the zealous Hariner who holds Guest
and reader ... spellbound .. (1. '!3, gloss).

But self remains

the focal point, as Jung instructs:

~·

But what has the individual personality to do with
the plight of the many? In the first place he is part
of the.people as a whole, and is as much at the mercy
of" the power that moves the whole as anybody else. The
only thing t:hat distinguishes him from all the others
is his·. vocation. He has been called by that allpowerful, all-tyrannizing psychic necessity that is
his own. • • •
In so far as every individual has the law of his
life inborn in him, it is theoretically possible for
any man to follow this law and ~o become a personality,
that is, to achieve wholeness. 1 "'
Furthermore, Coleridge's observation that "unless a
man understand his own heart, it is impossible that he should
. . h t 1nto
.
. .
.
the h earts o f.· ot h er men.. 14 1nv1tes
a lt erat1on
h ave 1ns1g
for the purpose of amplificationc

for in The Ancient

Marine~,

12wil1iam Walsh, Coleridqe: The Work and the
Relevance (London: Chatto and Windus, 1967), p. 33.
13Jung, "Personality," pp. 178-9.
14

c o 1 er1'd ge, !ngu1r1ng
· ·
Sp1r1t:
• ·
A New P resentat1on
•
of Coleridge, ed. Kathleen Coburn (New York: Pantheon Books,
1951), p. 261.

·~
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he seems to be contending that "[once] a man understand[s]
his ovm heart, it is impossible that he should [not] have

~

~~:-_-=-

insight into the hearts of other men." .Coleridge is not

·~

only validating the mysterious reality of the Mariner.• s

~'=''=

voyage but also maldng the Mariner's detailed, emotional,

·~

.•
--

r;-

and purposeful recollection and communication of that voyage
an experience in itself--a vocation.

Joseph Campbell

emphasizes that this teaching "is the hero's most difficult
task. · Hmv render back into light-world language the speechdefying pronouncements of the dark?" 15 Significantly, the
Mariner's rendering has the potential, through the vividness
of his language and the receptivity of his listener's
imagination, to influence as the original experience.

The

implication.is that in order to be most effective, teachers
r--

and poets must at least experience such a depth of 'ir1vo1vement or be affected to such a degree by one who has; Jung
agrees:

"No one can train the personality unless he has it
himself." 16
Patricia Ball astutely speculates on Coleridge's
intentions and provides added historical perspective:
• • • the object is to impress the experience upon
the reader actively and directly: he is to feel the
"dramatic truth" of these extra-normal occurrences,
and so, his emotional capacity being enlarged, his
sympathetic grasp of the potentialities of the universe is to be increased. This recourse to empirical
15Joseph Campbell,· -The Hero with a Thousand Faces,
Bollingen Series XVII ( 2d ed.; Princeton, N.J. a Princeton
University Press, 1968), p. 218.
16Jung, "Personality," p. 171.
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methods in order to explore qualities of feeling
beyond the ordinary range should be recognized as
~he.majQr event {or nineteenth century poetry that
l.t ~s.I7
.

L
.:;:;
~

s~
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In effect, Coleridge .is asserting the value of vicarious

u__

;;;;.=:__-_,_

g__

~

experience through both Guest and reader as he is defining

~.:0:~
~

",:
=~

the vocation of the teacher through the Mariner, who admits

~
e:-

k-

~==-=

near the end of the tale:

I pass, like night, from land to land;
I have strange power of speech;
ti
--------~T~huqa~t~moJruant_tha± his fa=c=e~I~s~·e=-e~.~---------------~==-=
I know the man that must hear me 1
~
To him my tale I teach (11. 586-90).
The Mariner has definitely earned his credentials and been
initiated into a select society; on this issue, Jung is
eloquent:
The words "many are called, but few are chosen"
are singularly appropriate here, for the development
of personality from the germ-state to full consciousness.is at once a charisma and a curse, because its
first fruit is the conscious and unavoidable
segregation of the single individual from the
undifferentiated and unconscious herd.l8
The Mariner realizes the nature of his uniqueness as an
initiator, as one who is spinning his story endlessly and
fruitfully:.

"I pass"/"! have"/"! see"/"I know (so that I

can]"/"teach."

And we "must hear," for the Mariner represents

nightmarish and wondrous reality, respectively, and is the ·
Guest's and our stimulus for enlightenment, for individuation.

17 Patrl.c~a M •. Bal 1 , Th e

c el'_!t.~al Self:

A Study 1n
Romantic and·Victorian Imagination (London: The Athlone
Press, 1968), p. 96. She further discusses the importance
of "the relationship of speaker to listener"·(p. 94) and how
"strange experience is transformed into awareness .. (p. 98).
18
Jung, "Personality," p. 173.
I

t
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Language and exper.:i.ence reverberate throughout the poem;
again, Walsh explains:
Language constructs meaning and this gives our
experience its peculiarly hwnan note; at the same time
it makes meaning relatively permanent, preserving in .
experiencea kind of force and density which otherwise
might simply evaporate. • • · • Coleridge wished not only
to insist on the part of· language in making experiences
permanent, but on the intimacy, the unity even, between
language and human experience itself. [Coleridge notes~]
"For if words are not things~ they are living powers, by
which things of most importance to mankind are activated,
combined, and humanized6 .. He rejected the tradition,
i--~~~~~~s=:rrr current today, which took the use of language to
be the fixing of passive labels to completed experiences.
He wished, instead, to abolish the distance between
language and thought. Lqnguage was not only an instrument
but a source of thoughtg not only an agency but an
initiator.l9
·

h

t...
!-

F

Language, then, and teaching must be dynamic to be
effective.

Jung and Coleridge share dynamic visions about

the purpose·of education.

Jung, in terms of the whole

person, states that
• • • the achievement of personality means nothing
less than the optimum development of the whole individual
human being. It is impossible to foresee the endless
variety of conditions that have to be fulfilled. A
whole lifetime, in all its biological, social, and
spiritual aspects, is needed.20
Coleridge, just as comprehensively, remarks that
Education is to man what the transmission of Instinct
is to animals--entwines Thought with the living Substance,
the nerves of sensation, the organ of soul, the muscles
of motion, and this, finally, with the Will--the total
soul energises, unique and unific,21
19
Walsh, pp. 82-3 .•
20
.
.
Jung, "Persona11ty," p. 171,
21
.
Coler1dge, Inguirin~~it, p. 80.
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It is this totality of involvement that the Mariner elicits
from the Guest and that Coleridge

seel~s

from the reader;

~

'-'~---

r-

in fact, the tale can be read as a prod for "'hat Ball.

==

cqnsiders the primary motivation of Romantic creativity-"self-exploration and discovery." 22 Her remarks address the
issues we are discussing as she clarifies the matter of

~

~ _:c

~
~
r:~------==-

experiencer and observer, teacher and student:
The poems are the living substance of this inquiry,

"
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loss of its subjective inunediacy. · The self is indeed
the starting point of such poetry, but it is also its
goal, only to be known by being imaginatively grasped
as it weaves the complex web·of its own experience.
Romantic poetry begins from a perception of the
essential marriage between objective and subjective,
not merely in the relationship of the world and the
observer, but in the effort of self-realization to
which the poetry is committed and by which it is most
stimulated. The poets are alert to the complexity of
the experiencing self, they regard identity not as an
evident. fact but as an ultimat£~ achievement, its
realized:possession both the motive and the reward for
creative exertion.23
.
.

i

'·

To reiterate,

a potential "method for scrutinizing

experience without loss of its subjective immediacy" is
through the learning and teaching process.

Coleridge is

implying that the Wedding-Guest, who wakes the next day a
••sadder and a wiser man" ( 1. 624) , has empathized

to such a

degree that he can begin to understand and assimilate the
meaning of the .Hariner • s tale; .the same is true for the
reader who might be assimilating several stories on several
levels.

Prickett re-emphasizes this .sharing motif:
22 Ball, p. 64.
23
Ibid.

"What

52
is f3hown t:o us, symbolically, is a particular process of

breakdmm and regeneration--and to read the poem fully we
must sha.>;e the experience.

What is important about a symbol.,
in this sense, is the way in which it alters us ... 24 The

Mariner's experience has transfonned him; his teaching now is
transforming others, who, in their own time, may influence
others, ad infinitum.

The activity of relationship is

The activity of thought, as of imagination and
passion, Coleridge would add, is an activity of
unification. What thought, imagination and passion
connect is not separated facts, [Coleridge insists~]
"not things only or for their sake alone, but like·wise and chiefly the relations of things, either
their relations to each other, or to the observer,
or to the state of apprehension of the hearers. To
enumerate and analyse these relations with the conditions under lvhich alone they are discoverable is
to teach·the science of method." It is also to teach
the art of learning.25
Although we have been considering the Mariner from a
'
rather partisan pe-rspective,
we must remember -that his

nomadic vocation is not a particularly enviable one; he
himself knows he is accursed--"This heart within me burns"-as well as charismatic--"! have strange power of speech."
E.M.W. Tillyard regards both negative and positive aspects
to be enriching:
The Mariner escapes fromhis isolation by the
enlargement of his sympathies in the manner least
expected and he is allowed to return to common life.
And he does so as a changed man. He has repented of

24p r~c k ett, ·p. 1 5 •
I

25

.

Walsh, p. 175.

~
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his isolation; his greatest satisfaction is to worship
in company with his fellows of all ages. But he is
still the marked man, the outcast, the Wandering Je,.,,
the victim of his own thoughts. Further, although he
has been judged by society, he has the reward of the
courage that propels the mental adventurer: that of
arresting and disturbing and teaching those 'vho have
had no such experience. And this ambivalent criterion
enriches the poem incalculably.26
From our point of view, nevertheless, the Mariner deserves

tL-~----

~:-

,._
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praise rather than pity, for what he is teaching are not
merely the inexplicable events of his voyage and a philosophy
of "love and reverence" but the inner reality of self-realized
commitment; indeed, the nature of his vocation is heroic.
Campbell believes that the "hero is _the champion of things
•
.
. t 27· s1m1
. . 1 ar_y,
1
becom1ng,
not of th1ngs
become, be cause h e ~·;

the Mariner's true purpose is present and future oriented,
directed at his listener• s growing awareness.

·In addition,

~:-:-=

~

__

~__:: -_:__:__:_-

Campbell'S description of the hero's dilemma and responsi-

r

1

1
1

bility parallels the Mariner's experience and reinforces our
position:
·This brings us to the final crisis of the round,
to which the whole miraculous excursion has been but
a prelude--that, namely, of the paradoxical, supremely
difficult threshold-crossing of the hero's return from
the mystic realm into the land of common day• Whether
rescued from without, driven from within, or gently
carried a-long by the guiding divinities, he has yet to
re-enter with his boon the long-forgotten atmosphere
where men who are fractions imagine themselves to be
complete~
He has yet to confront society with his
ego-shattering, life-redeeming elixir, and take the

26E .M. W. T1llyard,
.
"Coleridges The'Rime of the
Chatto and
A~n~c:.:;i~e::.:.n::.;;:t:;.....;;M.::a==-'r:,.;l.=.:.n=::.e=r, 17 9 8, " in Five Poems (London:
Windus, 1948), p. 72.

2iCampbell,

p. 243.
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return blow of reasonable queries, h~fid resentment, and
good people at a loss to comprehend • ·
·
The return and reintegration with society, which is
to the continuous circulation of spiritual
energy into the world, and which, from the standpoint
of the community, is the justirication of the long
retreat, the hero himself may find the most difficult
requirement of all.29
!~dispensable

But the Hariner has returned and is genuinely contributing to
the .. continuous circulation of spiritual energy into the
E-1

u_

world."

~

-----
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Finally, the Mariner's provocative story and his·
abrupt way of drafting unsuspecting listeners i.nvoke another
of Jung's findings:
It is just the most. unexpected, the most terrifyingly chaotic things, which reveal a deeper m.eaning. •
Gradually breakwaters are built against the surging
chaos, and the meaningful divides itself from the
meaningless. . • • This is not a new discovery. • • but
the age-old truth that out of the richness of j). man • s
experience there comes a ~baching which the father can
pass on to the son • • • , ·

..

teacher can pass on to the student, poet can pass on to the
reader, wise man can pass on to the seeker, the experienced
can pass on to the innocent.

The Mariner's tale, in essence,

does what any ambitious, enlightened teacher strives to do:
reveal and inspire.
28

Ibid., p. 216.

29

Ibid., P• 36.

30

Jung, "Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious,"
in The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious, Vol. 9:1
(2d ed.; 1968), p. 31.
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Chapter 4
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r----Coleridg(~

them ••. absurd and

admitted that "dreams have nothing in
.

'

non~-;ensical,"

1

and

~.Tung

expressed faith in

their validity:
1~

•---------·~,.__·~·_guided_b_y_Long_exp_ex_ience_,_r_now-pr-oceed-On.--------;:;

the principle that a dream expresses exactly what it
means .•• ~Dreams are neither deliberate nor arbitrary
fabricationf.>_.;_ .. they are natural phenomena which are .
nothing other than what they pretend to be. They do
not deceive, they do not lie, they do not distort
or disguise, bu~ naively announce what they are and
what they mean.
·
·

C.M. Bowra credit.s the reader's m·m. knowledge of the dream
process with contributing to an accept.ance and understanding

of

H
~~

[:

the poem:

L
E:---

Because it has this inner coherence, "The Ancient
Nariner" is not a phantasmagoria of unconnected events
but a coherent whole which, by exploiting our
acquaintance with dreams, has its own causal relations
between events and lives in ~ts own right as somethirig
intelligible and satisfying.
·
The entire

story--~originally

and recurringly tor the Hariner,

presently and perhaps subsequently for both Wedding-GueBt

1

(London:

coleridge, The Table ~nd Omniana, ed. '!', Ashe
George Bell and Sons, 1884), p. 31.

2Jung, "Analytical Psychology and Education: Three
Lectures, " in T~~l_opme_nt ~f Persona 1 i ty:, Vol. 17 ( 1954),
p. 103.

.

3 C.N •. Bowra, "ThA
' t MarJ_ner,"
'
'h
'
e nc1en
1n
T e Rorr.ant1c
Imagination (New York: Oxford University l'ress, 1961), p. 58.
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and reader--has obvious dream or nightmare qualities;
J. Robert Bart.h nott?s:

"\'le

are brou9ht into what seems a

dream but, ·as in a dream,· its exper:l.encen. • .become
startlingly real •• .4

~
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·More specifically, the repetition of t.he dream image

~
,----,-~--

functions developmentally, as have shadm-; and anima images,

~

and it effectively marks progressive degrees of awareness in
\

the Mariner • s metamorphosis.

'l'he Hariner and the dream

,~

~--------------~-=~-~-------------------------:--l

image--l-ihich in a broad sense .includes visionary and delirious

F-

states--finally achieve the intimacy of rejoining unity, that
transformative collaboration of subjective dream and qbjective
reality, the integration of unconscious and conscious, which
contributes to Jung's concept of individuation and· Coleridge's
idea that .. in all acts of positive h:nowledge there is required
,...
a reciprocal concurrence of bo£h, namely of the conscious

6- ~·

~

F:::-1

.
.
.
.
1 f unconscJ.ous."
.
5
and ofth at wh'J.Ch J.s
J.n
1.tse
be J.ng,

The first dream reference is in the form of a
simile:
The ic~ was here, the ice was there,
The ice was all around:
It cracked and growled, and roared and howled,
'Like noises in a swoundt {11. 59-62).

This vivid account appears early in the narrative just before
the appearance of the albatross and acts as a preparatory

4

J. :Robert Barth, The Svmbolic. Imaqinat~on: Cole:r.idgq
Princeton

itnd t.ll~__l.lQ!lli!nt ic Traditi.Q.!} {Princeton, N.J. a
University Press, 1977), p. 101~
5c 1
o erl.'d ge,

.
h. 1a
• L1.!:.f.:..!:I!!..!~'
.
•
BJ.o_grp12
ed. J. Shawcross
(1907), Vol. I {London: Oxford University Press, 1967),

p. 174.
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image:

of note i.s that the "svmund" is dist;;mced as

description; funct.ionally, it establishes

Zl

mysterious,

eerie mood for the ensuing events •

.. Dream-- is then used.more directly, literally rather
than figuratively.

After the Mariner's killing of the

albatross and the ship• s passing into the Pacific Ocean and ·

-~
~

~

reach.i.ng .. the r,ine" (1. 106, gloss), the members of the crew
respond to the drought and their ship's sudden becalming:

"[1

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--::-·--

"And some in dream.s assured were/Of ·the Spirit that plagued
us so" (11. 131-2).

However

.....

.. assured" they are, they make

no thoughtful effort to cope with the "Spirit"; instead,
"the shipmates, in their sore distress, would fain throw the
whole guilt on the ancient Mariner:

in sign whereof they

:hang the dead sea-bird round his neck" ( 11. 139-42, gloss) •
Thus, while this use of udream" reveals its revelatory
capability--the dreamers are correct, for "a Spirit had
followed them" (1. 131, gloss)--we are also shown how men
so often inadequately or only partially use such informationg
the shipmates fail to acknowledge their partnership in the
crime. 6 The Mariner is primarily at f~ult, but surely the
pl~guing

"Spirit" lmows how fickle the crew has been, one

moment condemning him--"For all averred, I had killed the
bird/That made the breeze to blown (11. 93-4)--and the next,
congratulating him--"Then all averred, I had killed the
bird/That brought the fog and mist./'Twas right, said they,
6

· Geoffrey Yarlott, Coleridge-:.and t~e Abyssinian Naid
(London: Nethuen and Co., 1967), p. 159.

\,..
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such birds to slay" ( l.l. 99-·101) -~;;~nd the dreamers them·selves must know they

havli:~

become .,accomplices in the crime"

(1. 102, gloss).
However, in the same way that the Mariner's facing
the shadow and anima did not presume insight, the shipmates'

~
~--

experiencing the dream does not dictate understanding or
enlightened behavior; nevertheless, if insight assumes having
;:

e_n_c_o_un_t_e_r_e_d_s_h_a_d_o_w__a_n_d_a_n_~_·m_a~,_s_e_l_f_-_kn
__o_w_l_e_d~g"--e_r_e_-_,..q~u_i_r_e_s_h_a_v_i_n_...g'-------6

______
1

faced and comprehended dreams.

Coleridge's insistence that

"the first step to knowledge, or rather the previous
condition of all insight into truth, is to dare commune with
our very and permanent self" 7 implies communing with., at least
in part, the self revealed in dreams, the· permanency of which
Jung describes:

6l,

r.:

The dream is a little hidden door in the innermost
and most secret recesses of the soul, opening into that
cosmic night which was psyche long before there was any
ego consciousness, and which will remain psyche no
matter how far our ego consciousness may extend • • • • in
dreams we put on the likeness of that more universal,
truer, more eternal man d1orelling in the darkness of
primordial njght. There ht~ is still the "\>Thole, and the
whole is in him indistinguishable from nature and bare
of all egohood.s
The Spectre-ship, which we rmve met several times in
our discussion, arrives, bringing with it a fearful, surreal
7coleridge, :r'he Friend, ed. Barbara E. Rooke, Vol.
4:1 in The_£ollecte9_liorks of Sa~uel Taylor Coleridgg, ed.
Katr1leen Coburn, Bo1lingen Series LXXV (Princeton, N.J.:
Princeton University Press, 1969), p. 115.
8

Jung, "The Meaning of Psychology for Modern Man,"
in Civilization in Transition, Vol. 10 (2d ed.; 1970),
pp. 144-5.
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wrhe Night·-mar.e LIFE-IN-DEATH ••• /Who thicks man's

vision:

blood with co1d

11

{11. 193-4).

The figure's malevolence

'·

,.__. __ _

Q__ _

registers

of

i~nediately;

however, as noted earlier, the idea

life in de..:tth is itself one of the poem's major themes

and 1mparts positive connotations.

The "Night-mare" image

serves first as an agent of presentiment and death, for it.

~-~-~

'

~

L
F

~
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appears during the torturous becalming and drought, not long
after the murder, and leaves the Mariner to suffer "Alone,
p
~-------a_l_o_n_e
__, __a_l_l_,__a_l_l__a_l_o_I_1_e_..__(_l_.__2_3_2_)__;_a___n_d__s_e_c_o_n_d__a_s__a_n
___a_g_e_n_t__o_f______________
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growth and life, of the eventual salvation and individua.tion,
for the insight the Mariner gains is lasting and fortifying.
That life is qualified

as "Night-mare LIFE" might point

to the anxiety, expectancy, and even despair a man can
feel when confronted with a perplexing or penetrating
dream, vision, or·crisis.

Significantly, the ultimate

effect of .. Life • s •••. work on the ancient Mariner" ( 1. 220,
gloss) is sustaining:

he is energetic, magnetic in·

retelling his story.
Of these three references, the last is the most
striking; and yeti although this episode is nightmarish and
richly symbolic, it remains a conscious experience for the
Hariner. ·He has yet to come to terms with his own dream
world--though each of the references, from the figurative
"swound" to the "dreams .. of his companions and the dreamlike, nightmarish encounter of his own, have an increasingly
dear impact; however, it is not long before he begins to
traverse these .. secret recesses," as he must in his quest

~
rp-
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for wholeness.

Campbell, from a mythological perspecti Vf~,

nevertheless provides pertinent insights concerning thfJ
meanirig of dreams and the hero•s quest:o which is an
adventure experienced in differing degrees

by

~--

[J __ -__ _

r;~

__ _:_

the Mariner,

Wedding-Guest, and reader, a.n adventure for unifying and
catholicizing understanding.

And if we can consider the

Mariner's tale at least: mythic in tone, then his conclusions
further support our own positive and "untragical" reading of
the poem.
• • • there can be little doubt, either that myths
are of the nature of dream, or that dreams are
symptomatic of the dynamics of the psycheo9
Equally, the birth, life, and death of the
individual may be regarded as a descent into
unconsciousness and return. The hero is the one who,
\llhile still alive, knows and represents the claims
9f the.superconscious which throughout creation is
more or less unconscious. The adventure of the hero
represents t.he moment in his life when he achieved
ilhunination--the nuclear moment 'lvhen, while still
alive, he found and opened the road to thelight
beyond the dark walls of our living death.10
But in the sense that it places our true being
not in the forms that shatter but in the imperishable
out of which they again immediately bubble forth,
mythology is eminently untragical. Indeed, wherever
the mythological mood prevails, tragedy is impossible.
A quality rather of dream p·revails.
True being,
meanwhile, is not in the shapes but in the dreamer • • • •
Like the trivfij_lities of dream, those of myth are
big with meaning.
9

Joseph Campbell, The Hero with a Thousand Faces,
Belling-en Series XVII ( 2d ed.; Princeton, N.J. 1 Princeton
University Press, 1968), p. 255.
10 rbid., p. 259.
11

rbid., pp. 269-70.
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An accel~:-~.rat.irl9" p.r-oc~=ss of convergent. and expansive

change can be found by comparing the d.n:J<:>,ms that frame
Part V ,_

r_::

w_

'I'ha fourth section ends w::i.th the Mariner's sincere

if somewhat inadvertent blessing of the water-snakes; the
fifth section begins:
Oh sleept it is a gentle thing,
Beloved from pole to pole:
To Mary Queen the praise be g-iven:
She sent the gE.~ntl.e sleep from Heaven,
That slid into my soul.

~--

,,..~

The silly buckets on the deck
'l'ha t had so long remained,
I dreamt that they were filled with dew;
And when I awoke, it rained.
My lips were wet, my throat was cold,
My garments all were dank;
Sure I had drunken in my dreams,
And still my body drank.
I moved, and could not feel my limbs:
I was so light--almost
I thought that I had died in sleep,
And was a blessed ghost (11. 292-308).
The Mariner himself is now dreaming, but his attributing his
sleep to an outside source, the Virgin Nary--an anima
personification indicative of his progressing toward selfrealization--illustrates that he has yet to reach a peak
level of awareness; otherwise, he would acknowledge his
"very and permanent self" as source.

Also, a degree of

uncertainty mar](S "almost/! thought that I had died in
sleep"; the Nariner here lacks that liberating certainty of
individua.tion, which Jung defines as "a process of "
psychologica_l development that fulfills the individual
qualities given; ln other words, it is a process by which

[j-
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a ma.n becomes the definite unique being he in fact is.

The

MaJ.~iner

u

12

is, however, showing a much more conscious

attitude than when he had blessed the water-snakes ''in his
heart" ( 11. 285, gloss) but "unaware" ( 1'. 285, 1. 287) •
Accordingly~

this "Beloved • • • gentle sleep"

contrasts with the next unconscious state he describes:
Then like a pawing horse let go,
She [the ship] made a sudden bound:
It flung the blood into my head,

1 ------------A'na----r-fe~-l-----ouwn-----±n-a-swound-(-l-l----.------3-H-9-9~-)

.;

--

,
••.------------l'iL
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This increasing intensity, which momently precedes the
ship's "supernatural" (1. 430, gloss) return to the harbor,
suggests the onrushing inflation of the Mariner's consciousness as it is graduating from passive to active.

The Mariner

is approachi.ng tl1e edge of awareness; eventually, he must
come to know that his former self has died, changed; the
use of the horse image accentuates the idea of transformation,
of the old being replaced by the new, because "the horse is
often represented as carrying the deceased, or the soul of
the deceased, to the next life."

13

The Mariner must bring

the conscious and the-unconscious, the external and the
internal, the head and the heart into an integrated relationship, into an eternaFpresent where past and future
co-exist--Coleridge elaborates:
12

Jung, "The Relations between the Ego and the
Unconscious," in Two .Essays on Analytical Psychology, Vol.
7 (Zd ed.; 1966)~ p. 174.
Arnold l-Jh itt ick, .::::S;..o.y~m.;;.;b;;..;;o;;..;;l;;.;s;;..t~S=i.s=n~s_:::a~n:.;;d;._.;;t;;.;.h.;.;;e;;.;l~··r:.....:M:.:.e=a.;.:n~i~n~g
apd Uses in Design (2d ed.J London: Leonard Hill, 1971),
13

p. 257.
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Reflexion seems t:.he first approach to, & shadm-1
of, the divine Per-manency; thE! first effort of divine
working in us to bind th<:: .Past and Future v-rith the
Present, and thereby t.o let· i.n upon us some faint
glimmering of the State in which l:'ast, Present, and
Future are co-adunated in the adorable I AM-- 1 1:1
into a living synthesis, for Jung reminds that "individu·;.
ation • • • aims at a living cooperation of all factors ... 15
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From such an orientation, the Mariner will be able
to translate meaning so instantaneously, so consciously,

exactly one, since utter oneness would destroy the
integrative nature of unity--the epitome of distinct
unification:

"not.:.t.wo ... 16

Thedream which follows from

the "swound .. and·serves as a transition for sections V and

VI portrays a heightened plane of dream-consciousness:
~-

How long in that same fit I lay
I have not to declare;
But ere my living life returned,
I heard and in my soul discerned
Two voices in the air.
"Is it he?" quoth one, "Is this the man?" (11. 393-8).
The Mariner is listening while in a trance; though
coleridge, Co~cted Le,..tters of S,amuel Taylor
Coleridge, ed. Earl r..eslie·Griggs, Vol. 2 (London: Oxford
·university Press, 1956), p. 1197.
14

15

Jung, .. Ego," p. 174.

16

o.T. suzuki, Manual of Zen Buddhism (New York:·
Grove Press, 1960), p. 81:

In the higher realm of true Suchness
There is neither "self" nor "other":
When direct identification is sought,
We can only say, "Not-two."

- -- - -- ---- -- -- - -- --- - -- - - - ---··
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unconscious, he hears the spirits briefly retell his story
( 11. 399-409) and finds that he is moving t.o>·Ja.rd his harbor
home

11

faster than tl1J11ian life could endu4-e" ( 1. 425, gloss).

Indeed, he has access to these inner voices and supernatural
experiences because he is in a trance and he

~

~
~~-~~

discerns~·-

~

discovers, recognizes, discriminates--in his soul, his
self.

2---

~

The encompassing moment of insight, nonetheless,

could and would be even more actively involved:

"the

1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~u~

primary consciousness," adds John Beer, "• •

~could

in

some sense know the truth directly." 17

:

-_

P.-

. :;

The Mariner does not attain this fullest awareness
unt.il he comes home, until his return is complete,

The

transformational
process inherent in individuation can
·<>
asCfmd to such a peak awareness, and the Mariner's final
encounter with the dream image reflects a comparable
intensification, just as the figurative "swound" leads t:o
"some in dreams" which, in turn, precedes the Mariner's
gentle "sleep" and literal "swound,"

Appropriately, the

ship's sinking in the harbor induces the most intense and
compressed dream image, and like many events in the story,
it happens unexpectedly; for after the Mariner so boldly
states, exulting on the approach of the Pilot's boat, "it
was a joy/The dead men could not blast" (11. 506-7), a blast
resounds:

Yorka

17John Beer, Coleridge's Poetic Intelligence (New
Harper and Row, 1977), p. 94,
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And straight a sound was heard.
Under the water it rumbled on,
Still louder and more draadf"
It reach~d the ship, it"split the bay;
The ship went dt.:nvn like lead.

H---

[c'---

Stunned by that loud and dreadful sound,
Which sky and ocean smote,
Like one that hath been seven days drowned
My body lay afloat;
But swift as dreams, myself I found
Within the Pilot~s boat (11. 545-55).
When urrhe Albatross fell off I and sank/Like lead

~--------~------------------------------------------------------------------------:u __

into the sea" (11.

290·~1},

the sinking brought on the "gentle

sleep from Heaven"; the sinking of the
asserts

10

is no less th.e

ship-~'\>Thich

deliverE~r-unto-death

.

deliverer-into-life, no less tomb than womb,"

=-~·-

["-

Keppler

than it is the
18

and Jung

i.
'

finds often "the·. vehicle that bears the dreamer over the
sea and depths of the unconscious"···- 19 must result in the
Mariner's being tested more severelys
. to
1n

he

literal!~

falls

the wa t er, the ' 'c 1 eans1ng
.
.
., 2 0 1 1• f e and
and pur1• f y1ng,·

birth element itself, and that which Jung reiterates is
"the commonest symbol for the unconscious." 21 The language
18
~udy

carl Keppler, SymbQ.lJ:..sm in "The Ancient Mariner*':
in Method (Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms,

1956), p. 133.

19Jung, "Individual Dream Symbolism in Relation to
Alchemy," in Psychology and Alchemy, Vol. 12 (2d ed.; 1968),
p. 202.
2

°

'
'
' t'
George W. F•erguson, S1gns
an d SYffi b ols 1n
Ch r1S-1an
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1959), p. 25: "In
this sense it is used in the sacrament of baptism, symbolizing
the washing away of sin and the rising·t0 newness of life."
21
Jung, "Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious,"
i.n The Arch~es and the Collective Unconscious, Vol. 9:1
(2d ed.; 1968), p. 18.
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ls dense:

"Stunned," meaning ••dazecP' or "rendered sense-

less,~·

conveys a death-rebirth motif !I for it also means "to
deaden the hearing temporarily," 22 and t.his temporariness
j.mplies the restoration of sensibility.

n

H----

r-

"Like one that

hath. • .drowned" is more exacting than the previous
"almost I thought that I had died, .. and the "seven days" is
a more conscious reference than "How long • • • I lay,/1 have
not to declare."

TheMariner•s dream-consciousness reachE:s

up into and down out of an elevated level of awareness as
the metamorphosis inherent in "Stunned" occurs:

"But swift

as dreams, myself I found."
The Mariner dies and lives, loses and regains
consciousness in an instant; he-indicates that he knows how
powerful dreams are, and, in essence, becomes the living
simile.

Bodkin identifies the principle revealed by this

movement downward into "the depths of the unconscious" and
upward out of the sea, into the Pilot's boat, and onto
"the firm land\" (1. 571):
Within the image-sequences examined the pattern
appears of a movement, dovmward, or inward toward
the earth's centre, or a cessation of movement-a physical change which, as we urge metaphor closer
to the impalpable forces of life and soul,- appears
as a transition toward severed relation with the
outer world, and, it may be, toward disintegration
and death. This element in the pattern is balanced
by a movement upward and outward--an expansion or
outburst of activity, a transition toward redintegration and life-renewal.
22 rsaac K. Funk (ed.), Funk & Wagnalls New "Standard:.:
Dict.i.onary,of the English Language (New York: Funk and
Wagnalls co~, 1960), p. 2404.
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To the pa ttE·rn thus indicated in extreme
may give the name of the Rebirth

generality,_v>:.~

archetype.~ 3

·

And Jacobi re-emphasizes the relevance of the transformative rebirth motif2

"In the individuation process,

it is always a matter of something obsolete that must be

t=
rL

p--:--:

left behind to die in order that the new may be born,"

24

~

and she stresses that
• • • it can be said with some justification that

u~

1--------eve-r.t-a-ct-o£----consc±orxs~rea-l-±-zcrt-'ron------'.n:;----a-p'.turrg±n9---±nt-o.-----------::

the darkness of the underworld and a re-emergence
from it, such as we experience every day in our sleep
and dreams, and that the "night sea journey" therefore
retains its validity for every kind of "rebirth", i.e.,
conscious realization.25
· : ..
The Mariner further and unmistakably identifies
himself with the dream realm when he explains to the
Wedding-Guest:
have strange

"I pass, like night, from land to land;/!

pom~r

of speech" ( 11. 586-7).

The Mariner

embodies the comprehensive and expansive power of the dream,
of the nightmare, of the mystic or visionary; again, Jacobi
summarizes:
Ever since man has possessed self-knowledge,
dreams, those messengers from the nocturnal half of
life, have been carriers of the intrapsychic process,
23Maud Bodkin, "A Study of 'The Ancient Nariner'
and of the Rebirth Archetype, .. in [\._rchetypfi_l Patterns in
PoetuJ Psyc]l.Q..~ogical Studies of Imaginat,iq.n (Londons
Oxford University Press, 1934), p. 54.
24

Jolande Jacobi, The Way of Individuation, tr.
Harcourt, Brace and World, 1967),

R.F.C. Hull (New York:
p. 99.

25Jacobi,
of C.G. ~ung, tr.
1959), p. 127.

in the Ps chology
·Pantheon Books,
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in ltThich past, present, and f:u:t ure contents can take
form with an inimitable richnf:Sf3 of. imagery and
meaning. Hence the realm of dreams is the psychic
area where we most frequ.r~ntly encounter archetypal
themes.26
The dream image also appears in the poem's final

c --n--F-
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stanza, for not only has the Mariner felt the unifying power
of.•·.the dream but the Wedding--Guest has been similarly

F.==

~

influenced:
He went like one that hath been stunned,

r:

1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - A i \ ncl-i-~;-e-f-s-e-n-se-f-a-r-1-s-r-n-:·-------------------------i!i:::---

A sadder and a wiser man,
He rose the morrow morn (11. 622-25).
He has been dazed by the Mariner's account--perhaps Campbell
explains why the Wedding-Guest "cannot choose but hear"
(1. 18):

Whether dream or myth, in these adventures there

Js an .:atmosphere of irresistible fascination about

the fitfure that appears suddenly asguide, marking a
ne,., period, a new stage, in the biography. Trfa t vlhich
has to be faced, and is somehow profoundly familiar to
the unconscious--though unknown, surprising, and even
frightening to the conscious personality--makes itself
known; and what formerly was meaningful n1ay become
strangely emptied of value, 27
-- · but as can often be true with a dream, he understands upon
waking.

Richard Haven elaborates:

· · · The challenge was the reflection of his
·
[Coleridge's] need to substantiate not visionary
speculation but visionary experience. As the l'leddingGuest "cannot choose but hear" the Mariner, neither
can he, unless he is to remain forever stunned, abandon
all other knowledge and become part of the Nariner•s
dream. He must • • • examine-it by the light of common
day. 'l'he contradiction was there, but it was precisely

26J aco b'1., f@Y,
w
p. 70.

27 Campbell, p. 55.

~
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this vrhich constituted a challenge. It was, he said
later., the mind which could overcome the contradiction,
which could "find no contradiction in the union of old
and new .. which could feel and might help to unravel the
riddle of the universe.28

t::
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Wisdom, according to the poem, appears to be the product of
this reflecting consciousness and a stunning experience, a

·~
~--

visionary or nightmarish experience which leads symbolically

"

to death and rebirth, to momentary isolation and alienation
but eventual community and integration within the self and
with others. 29 Jung recognizes such a

, __ ·

· ·

• • • symbolic process • • • presents a rhythm of
negative and positive, loss and gain, dark and light.
Its beginning is almost invariably characterized by
one's getting stuck in a blind alley or in some
impossible situation; and its goal is, broadly
speaking, illumination or higher consciousness, by
means of which the initial situation is overcome on
a higher level. As regards the time factor, the
.process may be compressed into a single dream or into
a short moment of experience, or it may extend over
months and years • • • • 30
In The Ancient Mariner, Co1.eridge illustrates how the dream

image provides a subtle portrait of Jung's points as it
28
Richard Haven, P~a_t_t_e~r_n_s._o_f__c~o~n~s~c.i_o~u~s-n.e~s~s-=~·--A~n~
Ess~ on Coleridge {Amherst, Mass.&
University of Massachusetts Press, 1969), p. 79.
· 29 stephen Prickett, Coleridge and Wor$3..§WOrth: 'rhe
Poetry of Growth {London: Cambridge University Press, 1970),
p. 155: "Coleridge's position is complex. In The Ancient
Marine~ insight and new development grow out of an experience
of utter dereliction and loss. But for Coleridge, not all
such experiences are restorative. The distinction is
between these, and those griefs •such as dull and deaden•
the Imagination." Jung would essentially agree, in that
encounters with the shadow and anima can or cannot lead to
individuation.
30Jung, "Archetypes," pp. 38-9.
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contributes to various levels ()f "illumination or hi9he:r.
consciousness" in the Ha riner, t-ledding-Guest, and reader.
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Chapter 5
COLORS

Color imagery in the poem is articulately expressive

~--

~

of the transfcz·mation process, the poem • s central concern.

Although physical details of the Mariner are spare, they

he is sketched in "long grey beard and glittering eyeu

(1. 3); certainly "grey" reinforces "ancient" and bestows
the aspect of age and authority.

In conjunction with

"glittering," which suggests vitality, he becomes the
traditional wise-old man figure--described by Jung as·
, •• • senex et iuvenis simul' --an old man and a youth at
once" 1 --by combining the truth of the ages and the presence
of insight with youthful energy.

Probing the nature of

greyness enhances this meaning.·

Grey, for instance, can

be made by mixing white and black,·which can signify how

the Mariner has confronted both good and evil, light and
dark, not by compromising but by accepting the reality of
each, not by reducing either but by combining each.
represent his integrating the

subterram~an,

It can

unconscious

forces of anima and shadow with the light of consciousness.
1

Jung, "Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious 1 "
in The Ard}et}2es. a~d the Co.lJ:_ective Uneonscious, Vol. 9:1
(2d ed.; 1968 , p. 38.
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Further 1 ashes are greyish; i.n Christian symbol:i.smj
grey "signifies mourning and humility • • • the·.death .of the
body and the immortality of the spirit," 2 which, in turn,
.
.
.
suggests "the alchemJ.cal
fJ.re
of transmutatJ.on,"

3

t he

f 'J.re

>-'--

0
fi=-=--=
~

~;;:::-

~~----

~
J

of energy, light, life, as well as the fire of disint.egration,
change, and death.

The abundant use of fire and light

imagery supports Jung's principle of complementary opposition
and Coleridge's law of polarity, which we have discussed as

r.

)j

~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------'8~--

contributing ideas to the theme of individuation through

~-

transformation.
· Another quality of grey, however, adds an even
greater dimension to the Mariner's representative, symbolic
character:

when mixed as spectral light, the three primary
colors--red, yellow, and blue--form grey. 4 In contrast to
the grey thus produced, the black-white grey is considered
a "dirty grey." 5 · To extend the metaphor, then, grey, while

~

H
t
~

c

it represents the commingling of opposites, can·also depict
the purer synthesis of variables; thus, for the Mariner,
beyond 'and through the comprehension of the unity of
opposites lies the more subtle, broader, and wholly

,_-_
~

=
~

integrative insight of the unity and relation, .the

~

~

~

2

George W. Ferguson, SignS....i!!)d Sx:mbols in Christian
Art (New York: Oxford University Press, 1959), p. 91.
3

Norman 0. Brown, Love • s Body (New York: Random
House, 1966), p. 178.
4Joseph c. Chase, An Artist Talks about Color (New
York: John Wiley and Sons, 1930), p. 8.
5

Ibid., p. 6.
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correspondence and compassion, of all things--of, he admits
himself, "man and bird and beast" (1. 612).

This interplay

of relationship recalls Coleridge's "unity in multeity"
and Campbell's "unity in multiplicity," 6 or, in another
context, Coleridge's idea of "co-adunation" 7 --the latter
concept Walsh succinctly defines as that perception of how
"the most various ldnds of human experience leap their
boundaries, approach, touch and penetrate." 8

It is just

this principle that has acted upon and through the Mariner
as it now re-acts on the Wedding-Guest's being approached,
touched, and penetrated, and on the reader's being likewise
encountered.

Just as colors merge to form new colors, new

.·.·fields of thought and feeling are reached:

the constant

··in. the tale is the archetypal design· of transformation.
Later in the narrative, the Mariner's hand is
. described as "so brown" (1. 228).

rrhe use of brown is

almost exclusively reserved, as is grey, to describing the
6see p. 4 supra, fn. 10, "the principle of unity
in multeity," and fn. 11, "unity in multiplicity." Owen
Barfield uses the term in What Coleridge Thought (Middletown,
Conn.: Wesleyan University Press, 1971), p. 161: "But (and
this is the basis of Coleridge's whole mental picture both
of evolution and of history) there is, besides the Omega
aspect, the Alpha one in which we must contemplate selfhood
as potential. It is, once more, the difference bet'\'men an
original 'totality• and the final •unity,• which is a unity
in multeity."

7william Walsh, Coleridge: The Work and the
Relevance (London: Chatto and Windus, 1967), p. 35. See
p. 63 supra, fn. 14: "Coleridge elaborates:
• • • the
State in which Past, Present, and Future are co-adunated in
the adorable I AM.'"
8

rbid.

[;_
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Mariner.

Even its use in other· contexts can be linked to

the Mariner:

when the Hermit describes his ship after its

trying voyage and supernatural return to the harbor-The planks looked warped! and see those sails,
How thin they are and sere!
I never saw aught like to them,
Unless perchance it were
Brown skeletons of leaves that lag
My forest brook along (11. 529-34)-we are reminded that the Mariner "lags" the Wedding-Guest's
movement and arrests the reader's attention.

Also, the

Wedding-Guest's sketch-fear thee, ancient Mariner~
fear thy skinny hand1
And thou art long, and lank, and brown,
As is the ribbed sea-sand (11. 224-27)-I
I

might suggest the physique of a living

skeleton.~

Since grey has already been associated with the
~-

"death of the body and the immortality of the spil:t!>it," for
the Mariner to truly symbolize an integrated personality-the archetypal, universal self--one other aspect of
existence must be included:

the death of the spirit.

"Brown," therefore, completes the Mariner, for it is the
"color of spiritual death and degradation." 9 Further, it
is the hermitic color of .. renunciation of the world 1

"

10

which ties the Mariner to the wise, gregarious Hermit

(1. 517).

In addition, another connection between grey and

brown supports our assertion concerning the primacy of the

9 Ferguson, p. 91.
10

rbid.
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integrative quality of the Mariner's

personality~

just as

the primary colors as spectral light malce grey, mixing
these same colors as pigment will produce brown.
Throughout the story, red is the crisis color;
admittedly, its final use--"lights" (1. 525), the
antecedents of which are "seraph-band" (1. 496), "crimson
colours" (1. 483), and "crimson shadows" (1. 485)--reflects
both resolution and anticipation.

Its dual aspects are

U_

g:=

identified by Kepp1er1

!..:< _ _

Thus red has certainly [according to Bodkin] "a
soul of terror that has come to it through the history
of'the race": the red of fresh blood, of flaming
Hell's fire; but has another meaning as well; for
blood is associated with birth as well as death, and
redness, like the rubedo of alchemy immediately
preceding the culmination of the work, often has the
meaning of dawn.ll
·
Each ordeal at the line is foreshadowed by the mention of
red; first, when the Mariner reaches the equator:
"Till over the i:nast at noon--"
The Wedding-Guest here beat his breast,
For he heard the loud. bassoon.
The bride hath paced into the hall,
Red as a rose is she;
Nodding their heads before her goes
The merry minstrelsy.
The
Yet
And
The

Wedding-Guest he beat his breast,
he cannot choose but hear;
thus spake on that ancient man,
bright-eyed Nariner.

"And now the Storm-blast carne. • • " ( 11. 30-41).
Such a moment of crisis for the Wedding-Guest is juxtaposed
11

Car 1 I< e pp 1e r, ""'S':'-ym""=p_.o....l"""i~s~rn~1-·n;..;-_"T..;;..o;..;h~e-·;;..;A;.;.;~;..-c-:i_e_n.;.;t;;_:;N~a~r-.i.;;.::n~e.=.r_"-=-t
A Study__~p Nethod (Ann Arbor; Mich. t University Microfilms,
1956), p. 261.
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to the MarJ.ner.•s first mentioh of the "line" (1. 28, gloss),
·which comes to

bE.~

a place of enduring crisis, and connects

Mariner and Guest in a mutual tension, a common cause,
is a. transmitting li.nk.

red

In the immediate context, red is

expressively ironic; the anguish felt by the Wedding-Guest
is heightened by Coleridge's painting the bride scarlet red
instead of virginal white.

The blood-red rose is alluring:

that red itself connotes warmth, life, lovej and passion

==-

~------------------------------------------------------------------~------------~~

does strengthen the_sensual attraction for the Guest, "Yet

~

~-

he caru:1ot choose but hear."

Thus, just as the interruption

,.;;..

anticipates the storm, 'the subsequent uses of "red" primarily
advance its more violent sides, both blazing and bloody.
And yet, as we have intimated, the ultimate co-adunation,
cooperation of all aspects, is the key issue; for although
redness is often an ill omen--or, at best, the harbinger of
a crisis, whether for ill or good--it functions positively,
too, as instanced by the "seraph-band[•s]" (1. 492, 1. 496)
acting as "signals to the land,/Each one a lovely light"
(11. 494-5).

This assertive ambiguity is one of the under-

lying principles for the process of individuation.
The forecasting red imagery is abundant.

For

example, having already killed the albatross, the Mariner
suffers a moment of respite as the ship returns to the line
after being driven southward by the "Storm-blast," and a
"glorious Sun" (1. 98) accompanies the passage.

Notably, it

is ''Nor dim nor red" ( 1. 97} ; however, with a suddenness but
hardly a randomness of action, the ordeal begins with the

b --
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ship• s having reached the line.

'rhe agonizing effects .of

the becalming drought are presag-ed by a sinister shift of
color imagery:
All in a hot and copper sky,
The bloody Sun, at noon,
Right up above the mast did stand,
No bigger than the Moon (11. 111-14).
Later, the arrival of the Spectre-ship. is foreshadowed by
the Mariner's "I bit my arm, I sucked the blood,/And cried,
-~~------~il~sa-i-1-t--a-sa-i-1-!-'!--(-1-1-.-(}0-1-)-;-the-moment--Of-enthus-iasm i
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vivid, but short-lived.

Most strikingly, the shadow side

~-

of red is reiterated by the depiction of the Spectre-crew

whose immediate approach is, itself, preceded by, "The·
western wave was all a-flame" (1. 171).

Moreove~,

yellow

a.nd white are presented now in contrast to references made
during the earlier period of respite--"The glorious Sun
uprist" (1. 98) and .. The fair breeze blew, the rrhite foam
flew" (1. 103):

h-

Is that a Death? and are there two?
Is Death that woman's mate?
Her
Her
Her
The
Who

lips were red, her looks were free,
locks were yellow as gold:
skin was as white as leprosy,
Night-mare LIFE-IN-DEATH was she,
thicks. man's blood with cold (11. 188-94).

This (by now familiar) passage prefaces the death of the
crew and the Mariner• s encounter with an increased suff-ering.
As the story unfolds, red portends the Nariner•s figurative
dyings and foretells several positive incidents:

for

instance, the blessing of the water-snakes is introduced

"

vith "The charmed water burnt away/A still and awful red"

-
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( 11.

270·~1);

and the culminating movement toward the harbor

is signalled by the ship's •.•sudden bound [which]/flung the
blood into the Mariner• s head" ( 11. 390-1).

As alluded to

earlier, the seraph-band's appearance is markedby "crimson
shadows" (1, 485); and finally, the concluding·events in
the harbor--the sinking of the Mariner's ship and his
rescue-~follow

~

s--

shortly after the Mariner enters the harbor

with this hopeful declaration: ··

l.

G_

It is the Hermit good:
He singeth loud his godly hymns
That he makes in the wood.
He'll shrieve my soul, he'll wash away
The Albatross • s blood ( 11. 509-13) ·,

~

t:

-

r-;--

Indeed, the ominous red and the redemptive red coalesce in
the ambiguous image of the albatross, whose death leads both
to suffering and wholeness) death and rebirth, l-Thich "blood"
~--

plainly symbolizes.
· · Green, the growth color, clearly undergoes· an evolving
process of transformation; as the Mariner and the WeddingGuest become more conscious, so does green unfold from an
initial association with coldness, hardness, and lifelessness, to its more traditional identification with· rene•.val,
~

plant life, and sea--the nurturing life force.

It first

appears in the description of that sinister southern clime
into which the Storm-blast has driven the ship:
And now there came both mist and snow,
And it grew wondrous colds
And ice, mast-high, came floating by,
As green as emerald.
And through the drifts the snowy clifts
Did send a dismal sheen (11, 51-6).

E=
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Coleridge's .annotation ca.lls this the uland of ice, and of
fearful sounds t;here no living thing was to be seen.,.

~--

r

r;---~--

Floating ice, deadly mountains of ice, deadly because the
greatest. mass. lies hidden beneath the surface:

l'
F,

indeed, the

iceberg is psychologically equivalent to the repressed or
unrealized unconscious--the denied shadow and the unrecognized
an:i.ma; it might also indicate that growth is momentarily

___________f_r_o_z_.e_n__, __P_o_t_e_n_t_i_a_l_.,__o_n__r_l_o_l_d_.___B_u_t__t_h_e___im__a_g_e__s_u_g_g_e_s_t_s__o_t__h_e_r____________~D1
6-·interpretations, too; by linking sea-green with ice, a most

workable transformation symbol is born:

thaw.

Green is next

mentioned in relation to water and, ironically, drought and
fire, during the first stages of the ordeal when the
·Mariner's ship has become "As idle as a painted ship/Upon
a painted ocean" (11. 117-8):

ri=
!

P:

About, about, in reel and
The death-fires danced at
The water, like a witch's
Burnt green, and blue and

rout
night;
oils,
white (11. 127-30).

This image of burning water resonates with meaning,
for water and fire are both used for cleansing:

water

specifically for baptism, fiery heat for purification.

The

reference to "white" here suggests an intensification, but
not a transforn1ation of meaning, when compared with the
whiteness of "mist anc;J snow,. and "fog-smoke" ( 1. 77) --the
cruel and stark coldness has been replaced by the
mysterious, colorful, but inimical ocean brew.

The ship

had been trapped by the fog and ice before, now it is
besieged by the purgatorial sun and heat; however, this
watery element, although sinister, is potentially more

- - - - - - - - - ------ - - - -
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y:i.eldin9 t.J:1an the "land of ice" (1. 55, gloss).

In

addition, blue, tt·aditionally the color of truth and along
with black a symbol of the unconscious,

12

seems aptly

.

placed, since the Mariner's traumatic quest is a search for

true understanding and an integration of the unconscious-anima, shado\'r, wise old man--archetypes.
'l'he Mariner's preliminary redemption, that crucial
and necessary stage which leads to his being freed from the

i-1

~

~-----w-e_i_g_h_t_o_f_t_t-le--a-l_b_a_t_r_o_s_s_a_r_o_u_n_d_h_i_s_n_e_c_k_,-1-.-s-e_a_r_n_e_d_b_y_h_i_'s--------~

blessing the colors in his sight; here, a "thawing" of his
thoughtless killing (11. 81-2) and his nihilistic disgust
(11. 238-9) is illustrated by his noticing the water-snakes•

"beauty a.nd theirhappiness" (1. 282,·gloss):
They moved in tracks of shining vlhite»
And when t.hey reared, the elfish light
Fell off in hoary flakes. (11. 274-6)
Blue, glossy green, and velvet black,
They coiled and swam; and every track
Was a flash of golden fire (11. 279-81).
Nearly every color which appears in the poem is accounted
for--since "The charmed water burnt alway/A still and awful
red"--and "blessed" (1. 285, 1. 287) by the Mariner:

the

white and green of consciousness and ·life, the "hoary"
greyish-white of humility and immortality, the blue and
black of unconsciousness, the blue of clarity, the·fiery
gold and red of transmuting death and rebirth.
notable exception is brown.

The one

Because brown is an attribute

12
. .
Helt<;m Baynes, Nythology pf the Soul (Baltimore:
W1ll1ams and W1lkins, 1940), p. 429.
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cf tho Nariner, the implication·is that his penance remains
\.mdonr~

at this stage because he has not yet adequately

~-

considered himself; the intimation persists--in order to
graduate into spiritual maturity and selfhood, he must
assimilate brownness, that is, account for "spiritual

~
,.--~----

death."

Also, broY.m is an earthy hue; perhaps this

indicates that the Nariner will not be whole until he returns
to land, to his native province.

D

·~------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------~

The Mariner is definitely making progress, though;

~-

surely a transformation occurs between his viewing the
"glossy green" of the water-snakes and the next reference,
his viewing "the ocean green" (1. 443).

His vision has

expanded, for the fiery snakes have been supplanted by a
sea of green; the frozen, lifeless, "emerald" ice has

~t;

recurred in the living image of·the snakes and the lifesupporting sea, respectively.

The favorable nature of the

latter image, in particular, is magnified by Ferguson's
comment that
• • .green. • .symbolizes the triumph of spring
over winter, or of life over death • • • • and the
regeneration of the soul. • · • • In pagan rites of
initiation, green was the color of water • • • the
symbol of spiritual initiation .13
·.
Green is not referred to particularly in the poem • s fifth
section, which marks the beginning of the Mariner's recovery
and regeneration (although at the end of Part IV he blesses
'

the water-snakes and the albatross falls away, ·the major
13 Ferguson, p. 91.

§
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effects of his action occ:ur in Part V and continue through
Part VII).

It appears, nevertheless, appropriately trans-

[

__

~--

formed, integrated \-lith nature as the Mariner's self is
becoming more integrated; accordingly, green there appears
in the image of land vegetation--"sedge" (1. 319) and "leafy
month of June" (1. 370)--for he' is then traveling-·toward his
homeland.
In fact, a most subtle and important transformation
of color imagery occurs in Part V, at the end of which the
Mariner's ship is being propelled portward (1. 390; 11. 422-5,
gloss); there is a corresponding change in the use of color,
even though a cursory· reading seems to reveal a relative
colorlessness-.
is "blac]{":

The section's only specific color reference

"And the· rain poured down from one blacJ{

cloud/. • .• '!'he thick black cloud was cleft" ( 1-. 320, l. 322) •
What has happened to the other colors is a metamorphosis:
they are now embodied in objects, in nature.

Here, the

black rain cloud's saving,. redemptive nature is emphatic.
The brevity of the example notwithstanding, Coleridge
suggests that blackness--the unconscious, the mysterious-not only has the capacity for good but the need, under
certain conditions, to manifest·it; for the cloud fulfills
a step in the hydrologic cycle, another instance of a
transformation motif.· Further, ·if the blackness is
reminiscent of the shadow archetype,

Coleridge~s

an anima personification enhances the meanings

juxtaposing
~~And·.

the

rain poured down from one black cloudJ/The Moon was at its

.

. ·•:
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(11.. 320-1).

And, by vTay of cementing the positive

and integrative nature of the image, the black and white
are accompanied by a veritable array of color:
upper air burst into

life~/And

"The

a hundred fire-flags sheen,/

To and fro they were hurried about1" (11. 313-5), 14 which
recalls both the unity of_opposites and "unity in
multiplicity" at the heart of the individuation process.
How color is expressed naturalistically in this
section can be charted:

blue is represented by the anima

personification, "Mary Queen" (1. 294); 15 red and yellow
by "fire-flags sheen" (1. 314); red by "blood" (1. 391);
yellow by "Sun" (1. 355, 1. 383); white by "mist and snow"
(1. 378, 1. 383), "Moon" (1. 321, 1. 329), "lightning"

(1. 329), and white or grey by "wan stars .. (1. 317) and
"sails" (1. 367); green by "leafy month of June" (1, 370)
and "sedge" (1. 319).

Color has returned to its native

state just as the Mariner has begun his voyage to his
. native land.
And yet, how should brown be accounted for; just how
can the Mariner endure the awesome truth that, if only for
a moment, his spirituality was thoughtlessly and therefore
reprehensibly degenerate?

Perhaps an answer can be found

14

see p. 39 supra, fn. 20: "W.S. Hallenborg suggests
that • • • • the revitalization of the sky might be thought of
as heralding his complete self-renewal.'"
15

See P•. 28 supra, fn. 4: Jung•s description of the
anima includes the following: "• • .for medieval man the
goddess was replaced by the Queen of Heaven • • • • "

-.- - -
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"ttithin the current frameworkJ that is, brown does appear in
the pivotal fifth section:
dominantly ''brownish. " 16

a "sky-lark" (1. 359) is pre-

~--

So, if the Mariner • s tale, his

ordeal, seems to have been exacted by a relatively simple
act, the unpremeditated killing of a scavenging sea bird,
then perhaps such an apparently unassuming reference as
"Sometimes a-dropping from the sky/I heard the sky-lark
sing" (11. 358-9) can key, prompt, and focus a more
thorough comprehension of the poem and the transformational
process of individuation.
16

"Lark," Ency_clopaedia Britannica (1972), Vol.
XIII, P• 725.

c
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Chapter 6

r~---

FLIGH'I'S

we have thus far attempted to explore certain
facets of

Th.~-~ncient

n
.-.

Mari,.ner in the same co-adunative

sp.irit that Kathleen Coburn attribut.es to Coleridge himself:
i~

r-;

1-------'-------,•-•-•-this_sense'---of'_the_l.inks_l_o_f_tbe_c_O!U<Q_lexity_,,___~___~.'~

f-

of interdependent inter-relations, not merely among

ideas, the products of thought, but in the very
process of knowing, makes Coleridge a questioner ••
provocative.rather than dogmatic, a noser of
nettles. • • • 1

&

Indeed, the narrative itself is built on a question as it
serves to answer the Wedding-Guest's indignant and
bewildered "Now whe.r.efore stopp•st thou me?" (1. 4), as well
as the querying reader's "I wonder what this

mean~?"

movement is from ignorance, then, to understanding.

The
i~hile

we have seen how the Mariner and the Wedding-Guest
represent different stages of individuation, speculated on
how the poem mi.ght affect the reader's own self awareness,
and shown how dream and color imagery typify the process of
transformation, to answer our question--regarding the
significance of "brown" and "sky-lark"--we must investigate

the meaningful arrangement of the b.ird and flight images in
the poem.

'l'he carefully modulated, balanced and progressive

1

Kathleen Coburn (ed.), "Introduction," in Ingui.ring
A New Presentation of Coleridg~ (New York: Pantheon
Books, 1951), p. 20.

~t~it:
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design of this imagery also reveals that the Mariner has
undergone a vital transformation and indeed

reprE~sents

an

individuated. personality.
A symmetrical ordering marks the design of the
images:
IV.

a pattern develops around the middle section, Part

Notably, this section marks the beginning of the

Mariner's return, his recovery, since the albatross is
loosed from his neck as "the spell begins lo break" ( 1. 288,

9------------------------------------------------------------------------------------i~=

gloss) at the very end of Part III.

The albatross had been

assigned to him in Part II and another reference to the
sea-bird is made in Part VI, as- the Mariner speaks ·hopefully
of the Hermit's power of absolution:

.. He'll shrieve my

soul, he'll wash away/The Albatross's blood .. (11. 512-13).
Here, as in the earlier reference--"Instead of the cross,
the Albatross/About. my neck was·hung" (11. 141-2)--the
Mariner feels the burden of the· murdered bird, but in
keeping with the gathering intensity, the latter image is
the more positive, for the Hermit is a fairer judge than the
shipmates; and he is sufficiently wise to realize that the
Mariner must· be his own judge (11. 576-7).
/

Another pattern, one involving the albatross and
the ship, emerges by comparing related images that occur in
Parts I, IV, and VII.

In the first section, the Mariner

describes the sudden storm that drives the ship "toward the
south pole" ( 1. 43, gloss) :
And now the STORM-BLAST came and he
Was tyrannous and strong:
He struck with his o•ertaking wings,
And chased us south along (11. 41~44).

---
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This first flight image is decidedly negative, for the storn1
pushes the ship into the terrifying "land of ice" (1. 55,
gloss).

'l'he next mention of flight or bird imagery is

provident:
At length did cross an Albatross,
Through the fog it came;
As if it had been a Christian soul,
We hailed it in God's nam~.
It ate the food it ne'er had eat,
And round and round it flew.

"

The helmsman steered us through!

'"-
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And a good sou.t.h wind sprung up behind (11. 63-71),
but Part I ends on a dovrnward note with the Mariner• s killing
of "the pious bird of good c;men" { 1. 82, gloss).

This rhythm

of negative and positive reflects the polarities at work
throughout the tale.

The positive :t'l..ature of the Mariner's

mid-narrative blessing of the water-snakes is clea't' (11.
282-7), but the ensuing simile is of particular interest--

·-

The self-same moment I could pray;
And from my neck so free
The Albatross fell off, and sank
Like lead into the sea (11. 288-91)-~
for in the final section the Mariner recalls how suddenly
upon its reaching the harbor and his seeing the approaching
Pflot•s boat (11. 542-5), "The ship went down like lead"
(1. 549), an incident that has both negative and positive

consequences. (Just as the albatross's spontaneous burial
at sea marked a new stage in the Hariner•s growth, the
ship's unexpected sinking creates another plateau, an
intense death and life experience.) It is painful--

·----'---'---'-----'---·······.
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Stunned 'by that lOl.J.d v.md d.readful sound,
h'hich sky and ocean ~::.mote,
Llke Otle that hdt~.h .been seven days drowned

My body lay afloo.t ( 11. 550-3) --

but rewarding, for he "is saved in the Pilot's boat" (1. 552,
gloss) and .lives to tell and retell his story, itself an
agonizing and liberating death-and-life experience (11.
582-5).

The irony remainst

his careless killing of the

albatross leads to tribulations at sea but ultimately
W-

il-----.t~su-t-t-s---tiT""hts--rearning

and growing as well as hi'_s___________E_

teaching, .. by his own example, love and reverence to all
things that God made and loveth" (11.
Parts
flight images.

III

6~0-15,

gloss).

and V also reflect parallel and developing

The former ends wit.h this depiction of the

crew:
Each turned his face with a ghastly pang,
And cursed me with his eye. (11. 214-5)
•
The souls did from their bodies fly,-They fled to bliss or woe~
And every soul, it passed me by,
Like the whizz of my cross-bow: (11. 220-3}.
In Part V, less pejorative spirits, "angelic spirits"
(1. 351, gloss), animate the bodies of the crew.

Although

the movement is comparable to the flights above, it is more
enthusiastic and uplifting, inspiring, as it coincides with
the growth of the Mariner's awareness and sensitivity:
For when it dawned--they dropped their arms,
And clustered round the mast;
Sweet sounds rose slowly from their mouths,
And from their bodies passed.

I
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Around, around, flew each sweet sound,
rrhen darted to the Sun;
Slm·rly the sounds came back again,
Now mixed, now one by one ( 11 • 350·-7) •
Fittingly, Parts I and VII display the greatest
transformation of the bird image.

The Wedding-Guest's

"Hold off! unhand .me, grey-beard loon!" (1. 11) intends to
classify the Mariner as a lunatic, but his comment also
refers to the loon, which possesses "a maniacal laugh • • • a
~~

u_

- d-ee. • • c.:ons-i--st-i-n~-----o£-va-ri-ous-gutt-ura-l~notes-and-very-J:-oud'------4~

quavering calls." 2

Indeed, from the perspective of the

' d__

Wedding-Guest, the :Hariner might appear just this
abrasive--"loony."

Such a portrait, however, contrasts

with the Mariner's association with the night-owl in Part
VII; his prominent, "glittering eye" (1. 13) and wizened
stature :inform the image, which is., admittedly, some\";hat
oblique:

"I pass, like night, from land to land;/I have

strange power of speech" (11. 586-7).

The cry of the loon

is disconcerting in contrast to the sense of wisdom an owl
exudes with its eerie hoot and powerful, hypnotic eyes.
The association is richly suggestive, considering that owls,
"because of their nocturnal habits and their ominous hooting,
became associated with the occult and otherworldly," 3 the
spirit realm--symbolically, the unconscious.

Through

experience, the Mariner has integrated knowledge of these
2Emmet Reid Blake, "Loon," Encyclopaedia
Britannica (1972), Vol. XIV, p. 305.
3
Herbert Friedmann, "Owl, .. Ibid., Vol. XVII, p. 6.

~
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realms and is sharing it with the Wedding-Guest. in the
examining light of

day~

apparently, the Mariner lives with

equul ease in both darkness a.nd ·light, under the moon and
unck'!r the Bun:

\Thole.

The initial image of theperching albatross (1. 76)
find~:;

correspondence with the surveying "owlet" in the

Hermit's comment on the approach of the Mariner•s ship:
"Strange, by my

faith~"

the Hermit said--

9------------------~ukn~ Lhe-y-answ~reu-rroc--our cheer:------------------~----------~~=

planks lool\:ed \varped! and see those sails,
How thin they are and seret
I never saw aught like to them,
Unless perchance it were

The

Brmm skeletons
My ft"lrE!st-brook

of lt"aves ·that lag
along;
When the ivy-tod is heavy with snow,
And the owlet whoops to the wolf below,
That eats the she-wolf's young" (11. 527-37)o
These im01ges join the :final bird image, the I'1ariner•s ·
summarizing statement--"He prayeth well, who loveth well/
Both man and bird and beast" (11. 612-3), which extends
from his thoughtless murdering of the albatross in Part I
and from his sympathetic but less aware blessing of the
water-snakes in Part IV--to form a steady, trenchant
progression.

More specifically, "bird" represents the

spiritual-- .. before any attempt was made by the artist to
identify birds according to species, the bird form was
. .
' 4 --and " beast,.. th e
emp 1 oye d t o suggest the sp~r~tual'
carnal; these are both aspects of existence in nature and
4

George W. Ferguson, Signs and Svmbols in Christian
Art (New YorJu Oxford University Press; 1959), p. 2.

'-
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p----

i.n hfunan nature, apparently opposed but actually
complementary.

Archetypally, the bird represents the

·anima; and the beast,· the shadow--both elements of the unconscious. 5 Initially, the Mariner, as the beastly,
unspiritual--perhaps aspiritual is a fairer depiction-man, kills the albatross.

Then;; his·blessing of the

water-snakes mid-way through the narrative begins to effect
the necessary interaction of the spiritual and animalic so

~--

1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~

s

that the Mariner can ·admit, .. The self-same moment ·I could

pray" (1. 288).

~-

At this stage, he has only blessed rather

harmless beings; in contrast, the "owlet • • • wolf" image
shows the bird (anima) in communion,· in an instinctive
harmony with the beast (shadow), even though the wolf is
committing an act--albeit forced by the wintry conditions-~

which might be considered brutal, inhuman.;

The irffplication

is that the Mariner, in a similar way, must conwune with
his unconscious, allow for the shadow and anima sides of
existence, not succumb to them but integrate them.

In

short, the unconscious--the bird and the beast--in the
Mariner must be effectively and uncompromisingly harmonized
with consciousness; indeed, effecting such a dynamic reconciliation is translating wholeness out of awareness.

Thus,

"Both man and bird and beast" refers to man • s revering nature
without and within, to his recognizing that· for selfhood all
5
See p. 41 supra, fn. 23: Jurig notes that "mostly
it is the anima who • • • represents the collective unconscious.
The personal unconscious is personified by the shadow."

---
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sides must be admowledged, unified, and

coordinated-~

spiritual as well as instinctual, humane a.s well as
·insufferable; moreover, thought. must meld '\v:i.th feeling,
anima and shadow with man's consciousness.
Just as the structural balance tends toward
unification, the order of appearance of each hird image
serves to direct the Mariner back to his own country, to
land; each particular species becomes a. psychological

~c-=

~--------------------------------~----------------~~----~----------------------8~

equivalent for the Mariner and an objective correlative for
~--

the reader.

The Mariner, as a human being. can be aware

of· the sea's depths and the sky 8 s reach, but his point of
reference must be the earth--another connection.with the
color brown·--the place between "'rater and air; the bird
imagery provides reinforcement for this idea.

Loons, for

example, can barely walk; rather, they are known for their
ability to swim great distances underwater and dive great
6
depths--hence, their nicJr.name, "divers. "
Therefore, the
Wedding-Guest's irate "grey-beard loon!" is remarkably
appropriate, since the Mariner has certainly confronted his
unconscious, plumbed the depths of his own inner environment;
further, he is about ·co submerge, to guide the Wedding-Guest
and the reader on voyages into those same depths.

Whereas

the loon is at home beneath the water, the albatross,
another water-bird, another uncoordinated walker, seems
most comfortable in the air; in fact, "when not breeding
6Blake, "Loon, " p. 305.
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they range the high seas for months on end, seldom coming
close enough to be seen from 1and." 7 What is more
significant, though, is the· "phenomenal homing instinct"$
of the albatross; even though the Mariner kills the bird,
its spirit trails him, and, in effect, leads him: homeward
a new person {11. 377-400, gloss).
The reference, ''Sometimes a-dropping from the sky/I
heard the sky-lark sing" ( 11. 358-9) is appropriately made

rl

!----------------------~--------~~------------------~--~----~~-----------------&=

when the Mariner• s ship has begun to rnove toward home, for
larks, in contrast to both the loon and the albatross, are
birds that can veritably run along the ground.

More

notably, the brazen act of murdering the albatross is
counterpoised by the image of the lark, which "because it
flies high and sings only when in flight toward Heaven, has
been taken as the symbol of the humility of priesthood." 9
Its yearning toward a sustaining of the song, then, and its
inability to sihg on the flight downward, might signify that
the Mariner is seeking self-awareness but that his sight is
- partial, limited at this point in the story.

The lark's

song, however, along with the loon's scream and the owl's
hoot, coalesces a whole range of sound.
gamut of human experience:

They orchestrate a

the loon is harsh and crazed;

the lark, hopeful and striving; the owl, mysterious and
7

Blake, "Albatross," Ibid., Vol. I, p. 516.

8 Ibid.
9 Ferguson, p. 8.
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knowing.

The albatross, itself def.:cribed as "a Christian

>-'-

soul," is accorded somevrhat special. qualities in the

"M--

~-

narrative, as "every day, for food or play, { it]/Came to
the mariner's

hollo~"

~ --

(11. 73-4); this "humanizing" technique

accentuates the criminality of the Mariner's mindless act
of murder.
Finally, the owl image reflects the Mariner's coming
to a"Tareness, coming to a comprehension of the evil as well

fi

9-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~=

as the good within and without himself; for the Pilot boy's
calling him the "Devil .. (1. 569) is enhanced by the
juxtaposition of the owl image.

That is, although owls

represent wisdom, doubtless because of their "very large
. h·
eyes wh ~c

.

g~ve

t h em excellent nocturnal

.

.

v~s~on,

.,10

ironically; their eyes are so sensitive that they shy away
from light; by analogy, "the owl, since it hides HY darkness
and fears the light, has come to symbolize Satan, the Prince
of Darkness. • • •

The owl also symbolizes solitude and in

this sense appears in scenes of hennits at prayer. ,.ll

The

Mariner does have certain owl-like characteristics, but he
does not eschew the light; rather, he shares his experiences
of the nether world with selected "students, •• like the
· Wedding-Guest, and selective readers.

And, as the owl can

symbolize both unholy Satan (Lucifer, paradoxically, "the
1 °F ' d
r~e mann,
p. 6 •
11
Ferguson, p. 9.
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light bringer" 12 ) and a holy hermit, the true wise man is
here characterized by both the Hermit who likes humar1
company-;.."This Hermit good rives in· that wood. • ./He loves
to talk with marineres" (1. 514, 1. 517)--and is aware of
"the wolf below," and the Mariner who actively associates
~--

with his fellows to share his frightful and freeing tale.
Jung elaborates:
As the individual is not just a single, separate
being, ~)(!1is very existence presupposes a
collective relationship, it follows that the process
of individuation must lead to more intense and
broader col~ective relationships and not to
isolation • 1
·· ~ ·

l

~--

The primary concern is that various parts gather
together; interestingly, Coleridge describes this process
in writi-ng of the "secondary Imagination • • • [which]
dissolves, diffuses, dissipates·, in order to recreate; or
where this process is rendered impossible, yet still at
all events it struggles to idealize and unify. It is
14
essentially vital."
It illustrates too his "12rinciple Q.f.
individuatiJm,, or the power which· unites a given all into a
12
Jolande Jacobi, T_he Way of Individuation, tr.
R.F.C. Hull (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Wor,ld, 1967),
p. 127.
13
Jung, Psychological Types, Vol. 6 (~971), p. 448.
14

co1er1'd ge, B1ograp
·
h'1a L1terar1a,
·
·
ed. J. Sh awcross
(1907), Vol. I (London: Oxford University Press, 1967),
P• 202.

~ ~~--~
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whole that is presupposed by all its parts."

15

Thus, in

relation to this unifying process and in conjunction '\vith
·the bird imagery, the question of "brown" can finally be
resolved.
The Mariner has been identified with grey {the
~--

combination of black and white) and brown (the combination

fr-:-

of red, yellow, blue); in general, loons "have thick
plumage, which in summer is mainly black or gray above and
white below. •• 16

Depending on the type, the loon• s neck

color varies, whether green, red, black-velvet purple, or
yellow (-billed)-violet-blue; 17 so, directly or indirectly,
the earliest bird reference brings all the colors of the
narrative into play.

'rhe albatross ••may be brown, black

and white.;~ or almost wholly white"; 18 therefore, when the
Mariner murders it, he is, in a· way, killing himself,
destroying brown and grey (the latter by the mix of the
black and white).

That is, his shooting of the sea-bird

shows his brownness or despiritualization; and yet, the act
leads to a confrontation with the forces of good and evil-white and black--and finally to wisdom and purification, as
"almost wholly white" corresponds to his hoary beard {1. 619)
15

coleridge, "Theory of Life" (Appendix C), in The
Complete Works of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, ed. W.G.T. Shedd,
Vol. I (New York: Harper and Bros., 1884), p. 387.
16

Blake, "Loon," p. 305.

17 Ibid.
18

Blake, "Albatross," p. 516.
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and "ancient," experienced demeanor. 'I'he lark, "brownish,
often with darker streaks," 19 flies and sings exultantly;
perhaps this indicates what the·Mariner must do--travel,
talk, share his tale.

The vital nature of his vc1cat ion is

stressed by Patricia Ball, who is convinced that "on all
levels, from that of sheer story impact to the deepest
probings into reality, the relationship of Guest to Mariner
20

is the secret of this tri ump=h~·--·-·____________________------'F'f; __

:

The owl again provides a consummate image:

"Many

species of owl showtwo phases of coloration--one in which
brown tends toward red, the other tin which it tends toward
grey." 21 Since the Mariner admits that "This heart within
me burns .. (1. 585), and fire suggests reddish-yellow light
as well as--grey ashes, this "brown" might be linlced to both

"
"eye is bright" (1. 585) and "beard with age is hoar"
(1. 619) as the earth nco lor of spiritual death" 22 is
transfonned into·the catalyzing, alchemical rect 23 and the
, 19 "Lark," Ibid., Vol. XIII, p. 725.
20 Patricia M. Ball, The Central Self: A Study_in
Romantic and Victorian Imagination (London: The Athlone
Press, 1968), p. 97.
21F r~edmann,
.
p. 6 •
22
see p. 74 supra, fn. 9: "Brown • • • is the •color
of spiritual death and degradation.'"
23
See p. 75 supra, fn. 11: Keppler explains that
"blood is associated with birth as w·e11 as death, and
redness, like the rubedo of alchemy. • .often has the
meaning of dawn."

=
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t all.ty.
.
24
grey of J.mmor

'l~ha t

both red and grey can

symbolize the death-rebirth motif enriches the meaning, for
the Mariner epitomizes a rejuvenated spirit, one that knows
both life and death, one that has awakened through the
experience of transformation.
The Mariner's tale--his song, as it were--might come
"at an uncertain hour" (1. 582), but come it must, corne and
coalesce.

Jung accounts for

mag=n~e~t~i=s=m~s~u=c=h~=a=s~t~h~e_____________________u_
~--

Mariner's":
The impact of the archetype, whether it takes the
torm of immediate experience or is expressed through
the spoken word, stirs us because it sun~ons up a
voice that is stronger than our own. Whoever speaks
in primordial images speaks with a thousand voices;
he enthrals and overpowers, while at the same time
he li.fts the idea he is seeking to express out of
the occasional and i;;he transitory into the realm of
the ever-enduring.25
··.
Further, just as the Mariner admits that " • • • tifl my
ghastly tale is told,/This heart within me burns" (11. 584-5),
Coleridge himself divulges:

"My heart burns to concentrate

my free mind to the affinities of the feelings with words

and ideas." 26

It is the exploration of these very

"affinities" that contributes to the poem's depth and appeal.
24 see p. 72 supra, fn. 2:
" •• grey •signifies. • •
the immortality of the spirit.'"
25Jung, "On the Relation of Analytical Psychology to
Poetry,•• in The Spirit in Man, Art, and Literature, Vol. 15
(1966), p. 82.
26Colerl.'d ge, An1.ma Poetae, e d • Ernest Hartley
I

Coleridge (London:

William Heinemann, 1895), ·p. 671.

.
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u

Coleridge believed that "the Identity of Thesis and
Antithesis is the substance of all Being" 1 and that "life
itself is not a thi.ng--a self-subsistent
t
S£_

and

'
R~Q££~~~·

hypostasi~.--·but

an

112 wh.~ 1.e J ung wro t e th
.
· a t "the se lf ~s

absolutely paradoxical in that it represents in every sense
3
thesis and antithesis, and at the same time synthesis";

,

~------~------------~------------------------------~------------~~---------------1:=

these statements themselves illustrate the integrating
power of the self imparted by The Rime of the Ancient
!:fa riner.

As an illustration of .the principle of comple-·

mentary opposition, the poem repeatedly supports· Campbell's
!

~

observation that
• • • only birth can conquer death--the birth
not of the old thing again, but of something new.
Within -the soul, within the body social, there must
be--if we are to experience long survival--a
continuous "recurrence of birth" (palingenesia) to
nullify the unremitting recurrences of death.4
1coleridge, The Friend, ed. Barbara E. Rooke, Vol.
4:1 in The Collected Works of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, ed.
Kathleen Coburn, Bollingen Series LXXV (Princeton, N.J.:
Princeton University Press, 1969), p. 94.
2
coleridge, "Theory of Life" (Appendix C), in .TJ'le
Cq~~~~~p~ks of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, ed. W.G.T. Shedd,
Vol. I (New York: Harper and Bros., 1884), p. 416.
3Jung, "Introduction to the Religious and
Psychological Problems of Alchemy," in Psychology and
Alchemy, Vol. 12 (2d ed.; 1968), p. 19.
4Joseph Campbell, The Hero with a Thousand Faces,
Bo1lingen Series XVII (2d ed.; Princeton, N.J.a Princeton
University Press, 1968), p. 16.
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Further, the charismatic Mariner and attentive,
~-

reflective Wedding-Guest's respective stages of unfoldment

P--

communicate another theme Jung addresses in contemporary

F'-

~-

but no less relevant terms:
• • • the individual who wishes to have an
answer to the problem of evil, as it is posed
today, has need, first and foremost, of .§.21.£'knowledg~, that is, the utmost knowledge of his
own wholeness. He must know relentlessly how much
good he can do, and what crimes he is capable of,
and must beware of regarding the one as real and

i~-

e-----------+'-he~othB-:t-as-i-1-:tus-io·n-.-:aoth-a-re-erem:ent:s-w±thin'----------~·

his nature, and both are bound to come to light in
him, should he wish--as he ought--to live without
self·~deception or self-delusion. 5
Of supreme importance is the fact that such informing wholeness is the product of transformation, a process which
includes·the integration of unconscious and conscious
forces within the self 1 the achievement of individuation,
the discovery of one's vocation:, and, in Coleridge's words,
.

.

"the growth of • • • reflex consc1ousness."

6

[~ -

,-~

John Muirhead

elucidates Coleridge's position on the "self-conscious
personality" as "a circumference continually expanding
through sympathy and understanding, rather than as an
7
exclusive centre of self-feeling," ·and he addss

5Jung, ~emeries, Dreams, Reflections, ed. Aniela
Jaffe, tr. Richard and Clara Winston (New York: Pantheon
Books, 1961), p. 329.
6coleridge, Collected Letters of Samuel Taylor
9oleridge, ed. Earl Leslie Griggs, Vol. 2 (Londona Oxford
University Press, 1956), p. 1197,
7
John H. Muirhead, Coleridge as Philosopher (New
Yorka Humanities Press, 1930), p. 229.
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In human life the seat of individuality, now
become self-conscious personalityi is similarly to
be sought for not in any centre of isolated and
isolating feeling, but in the degrees to which a man
passes beyond the limits temporal and spiritual within
which mere feeling confines him, and identifies himself, in thought, feeling, and action, with the
larger life about him whi~e remaining a selfintegrating member of it.
This typifies the cooperation of self and society that the
advent of vocation manifests; indeed, the Mariner's commitment to sharing his story reveals a personality "continually

n
:-

9-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------i~=

expanding through sympathy and understanding" and a person
determined to encourage others to ·do the same.
The primacy of the Mariner's tale can be attributed
to· the fundamental process of reflective consciousness and
of individuation, which is clearly exemplified by the
integrated quality of his benedictory
He prayeth well, who loveth well
Both man and bird and beast.
He prayeth best, who loveth best
All things both great and small;
For the dear God who loveth us,
He made and loveth all (11. 612-17).
The Nariner•s compassionate conviction is a sign of his
wholeness; Jung has discovered a similarity of outlook
among those who have likewise experienced this. sense of
wholeness:
They came to themselves, they could accept themselves, they were able to become reconciled to themselves, and thus were reconciled to adverse circumstances and events. This is almost like what used to
be expressed by saying: He has made his peace with
God, he has sacrificed his own will, he has submitted
8 Ibid., p. 264.

~-
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himself to the will of God. 9
lJacobi also provides keen insights on the connection between
individuation and this religious attitude:
'l'he one decisive thing is that each should win
to a form of faith corresponding to his own nature,
based on an entirely personal judgment and sense of
rvsponsibility,. which sustains him from then on and
gives him inner security. One might say that in the
cou:rse of the .individuation process a man arrives at
the entrc.mce to the house of God. Whether he opens
tht-~ door and penetrates to the inner sanctuary where
~--------------t~~r~te~·~d~iy~ne images are, this last step is left to him
·alone.ru

i'fi

And though the Hariner•s sense of "inner security" is
repeatedly and intermittently tested--"an agony constraineth
him • • • /to teach" (1. 585, 1. 610, gloss)--the events in
the poem make it apparent that Coleridge would agree with
Jung•s declaring that "wholeness is in fact a charisma
which one can manufacture neither by art nor by cunning;
one can only grow into and endure whatever its advent may
bring ... 11 Wholeness, as exhibited by the Mariner and in
part by the Wedding-Guest, is simply and profoundly
endurance by way of transformation.
For the reader, the challenging implications of one
question--"What manner of man art thou?" (1. 577)--and one
9Jung, "Psychology and Religion," in fsychology and
Religion: West and East, Vol. 11 (2d ed.; 1969), PP• 81-2.
10
Jolande .Jacobi, The Way of Individuation, tr.
R.F.C. Hull (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1967),
p. 109.
11Jung, "Alchemy, .. p. 30.

H
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agonized appeal--"0 let me be

awal~e,

my God ~/Or let me

sleep alway" ( 11• 470-1) -~-are central, for they summarize
·the intent of the Mariner's tale.

Perhaps it remains for

us to answer the former with an imperative of equal
intensity to the latter. · Perhaps it is with such probing
and conscious intensity that we can confront our own shadow
and anima forces, respond to our own dreams and sense of
vocation, .. distinguish the certain from the uncertain," and

i:

t-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

"be vigilant for truth and keep proportion" with an

unflinching openness that impels wholeness and individuation.
For, as Coleridge reminds:
Psychologically, Consciousness is the problem,
the solution of which cannot too variously be
re-worded, too manifoldly be illustrated • • • •
Almost all is yet to be achievect.l2

12 Coler~dge,
.
• .
. .
A New Presentat~on
.
fngu~r~ng Splr~t:
of Coleridge, ed. Kathleen Coburn (New York: Pantheon
Books, 1951), p. 25.
=
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